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Drumkit 
Paiste supports the austrian 
drummers of drumartic in realizing 
their dream to construct the world's 
largest drumkit.

the world’s largest drumset “tHe big boom” 
was the highlight of last year’s 1st of may 
festivities in vienna’s Prater. the gigantic 
drumkit measures 6.50m high and 8.00m wide 
(21x26 ft). the estimated 300’000 visitors on this 
day were certainly fascinated and impressed 
when they saw this mammoth drum kit.

due to the massive specs of the drumkit, four 
drummers team up to play it which makes this 
project rather difficult. The drummer's challenge 
is to synchronize their rhythmic patterns with 
one another while jumping around in 6m height.

Paiste  art ist & Cymbal news

Cymbals
eighteen years after the grand opening 
ceremony of the channel tunnel, a 50.5km 
long undersea rail tunnel linking France and 
the united Kingdom, Paiste’s guiness-world-
record cymbals reappear in the streets of 
liverpool. 

the cymbals, which measure 
2.20m (86.6 inches) diameter with a 
weight of 115kg (253 lbs), required 
1'200 working-hours to produce 
and are made of the same alloy as 
Paiste gongs (Nickel silver Ns 12). 
they were attached to telephone 
poles of approximately 6m in 
height.

THE wOrLd'S LArGEST

PAISTE ONLINE 
MAGAZINE

only available on 

www.paiste.com



abe laboriel Jr., Pauli «the Psm», Kelly Paiste, vinnie colaiuta, Josh 
Freese, danny carey

Nigel glockler, dave lombardo, charlie benante, brian tichy, tim 
shahady (Paiste)
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left to right: dino verdade, Fernanda terra, aquiles Priester aquiles Priester presents his artist 
inspriation ride - «the Psychoctopus»

Nicko mcbrain, aquiles Priester, bobby blotzer, eloy casagrande, 
mikkey dee, Jeremy spencer

ian Paice, gulli briem, craig blundell, curt bisquera, Felix bohnke

dani löble, stefan schwarzmann, Pauli «the Psm», merlin ettore, 
Jakob sinn, gulli briem

view the winners!

Namm '13

mmF '12

ArTIST 
GET-TOGETHErS
Paiste artists from around the globe  
spent some unforgettable days with the 
Paiste family and company staff at this 
year's Namm and musikmesse 2012. 

thanks to everybody for stopping by the booth, 
exploring new sounds and saying «hello»! 

a memorable event
FIrST PAISTE dAyS IN brAZIL
august 14th and 15th were groundbreaking days for drummers in sao Paulo, brazil. Paiste artists aquiles Priester 
(#Hangar), Dino Verdade (#TriOficial, Brisa Trio, The Truth), and Fernanda Terra (#Nervosa) participated in the 
company’s first Paiste Days in Brazil at the Mix Music Hall, and put on an amazing show for the audience.

FerNaNda terra kicked things off in a big way with her band Nervosa. she played to playback tracks and with the band - beauty, ferocity 
and music dominated the stage! diNo verdade showcased his unique style by playing a blend of funk, rock and brazilian music. on the 
first day, he played with his group Power Beat (Dney Bitencourt and Ronaldo Lobo) , performing two of their own original compositions. Dino 
played with his new trio on the second day, with the same musicality and originality of course, but this time with Ney Neto on the bass.

aQuiles Priester, well known for his technique, musicianship and for the complexity of his playing, performed songs from his band 
Hangar and from his project Freakeys, during which he was accompanied by bassist Nando mello. His precision, intensity and amazing 
musicianship brought the house down!

all three drummers left an indelible impression on the audience and made the Paiste days in brazil a groundbreaking event!

paiste's first 
faCebook Contest 
THE ExPrESSION 
wALL OF FAME
Our first ever Facebook Photo Contest was a huge success among 
our dear fans who showed their love for our instruments!

many creative photos were uploaded which made our 
Namm 2013's expression wall of Fame look simply 
stunning.

2013
PAISTE GrAMMy
AwArd wINNErS
we proudly announce the list of Paiste artists that were nominated for 
and/or received a 2013 grammy award. we truly admire your devotion to 
music and your dedication to the Paiste sound. we are honored to have 
such world-class musicians as members of the Paiste family of artists. 

wally de backer # Gotye
*record of the year – «somebody that i used to Know» 
*best alternative music album – «making mirrors» 
*best duo/Pop group Performance 

Patrick Carney # The black Keys
*best rock Performance – «the lonely boy» 
*best rock song – «the lonely boy» 
*best rock album – «el camino» 
*record of the year – «the lonely boy» 
*album of the year – «el camino»

derrick wright # Adele
*best solo Pop Performance – «set Fire to the rain» (live) 

Abe Laboriel, Jr. # Paul McCartney
*best traditional Pop vocal album 

randy Ebright # Molotov
*best rock album (latin grammys)



12-12-12 SANdy 
bENEFIT CONCErT
in late october 2012, the eastern united states was ravaged by a 
massive hurricane that left millions without power from delaware 
through New england. the hardest hit areas were the coastlines of 
New Jersey and New York. Thousands of homes were flooded and 
many lifted from their foundations and simply floated away.

in the wake of this natural disaster, some of the 
world's best musicians decided to do what they 
do best: help raise money to help those affected.
the result was the 12-12-12 concert that was 
broadcasted around the world.

Paiste artists playing the event included: Steve 
Jordan (Eric Clapton), Abe Laboriel, Jr. (Sir Paul 
McCartney), Tico Torres (bon Jovi) and Chuck 
burgi (billy Joel). Paiste honors these great artists 
who donated their time and talent to help the people 
that were devastated by this storm.

international
CLINIC 
HIGHLIGHTS
2012 was another great year to meet Paiste artists at drum festi-
vals, clinics and in-store seminars around the globe.
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ArTIST TOurING
HIGHLIGHTS 2012
2012 was another year of long awaited world-wide concert 
tours from some of today’s top bands. our family of artists that 
performed r&b, Pop, rock, or metal shows with top bands 
were seen in every continent throughout the world. 

Jeremy spencer # 5FdP
daru Jones # Jack white
Jason sutter # marilyn manson
Frank beard # ZZ top
Jukka Nevalainen # Nightwish 
John Fay # the tragically Hip
dave witte # municipal waste
Jd blair # shania twain
dean butterworth # good charlotte
mario calire # ozomatli
eloy casagrande # sepultura
wally debacker # gotye
Josh devine # one direction
randy ebright # molotov
Fred eltringham # sheryl crow
shannon Forrest # dukes of september
ron tutt # Neil diamond
butch Norton # lucinda williams
george receli # bob dylan
amadeus thompson # trey songz
elohim corona robles # moderatto
mikkey dee # motörhead 

vom ritchie # die toten Hose (30th anniversary)
matt thomas # the Joy Formidable

sean winchester # everclear
donald barrett # colbie caillat

billy Hawn # colbie caillat
Pete Korpela # Josh groban

dave mcafee # toby Keith 
abe laboriel Jr. # Paul mccartney

Patrick carney # the black Keys
vinnie colaiuta # sting

amy wood # Fiona apple
Nicko mcbrain # iron maiden

Jason mcgerr # death cab for cutie
Joey Peebles # trombone shorty

John robinson # barbra streisand
bill Hayes # barbra streisand

Norm Freeman # barbra streisand
daniel sadownick # taylor swift

alex van Halen # van Halen 
James rouse # ms. lauryn Hill

maineo # alicia Keys 
scott crago # eagles   

Joey Jordison # slipknot
ian Paice # deep Purple

Paul walsham # Hurts
bela b # die Ärzte

russell gilbrook # uriah Heep
ian Haugland # europe

 eric slick # dr. dog
alex gonzalez # maNa (pictured)

paiste sponsors 
EMErGENZA
more than 10'000 bands from 33 countries – 
emergenza is the world’s biggest band contest. 

Paiste proudly supports the shows of tomorrow’s top 
bands with professional backline equipment. 

young drummers experience the sound quality and live capability of 
the 2002 and alpha series, when competing against each other in 
qualifiers and finals on international stages. The world wide live band 
festival and contest offers non-signed bands fully equipped stages, 
technical organization and promotion. in regional 
playoffs 6 to 10 bands perform a 25 minute set
with the chance to end up performing in large 
venues. 

Paiste sponsors the emrgenza music Festival 
in germany, austria and switzerland.
more information on www.emergenza.net

sound organic matter at emergenza music Festival 

chuck burgi

brad Park (big wreck/dynamo & badnuts beats) @ montreal drum Fest

danil svetlov @ Paiste day in st. Petersburg

gergo borlai @ montreal drum Fest

loic Pontieux @ bag show Parisdrumbassadors @ Jazz saulkrasti, latvia

ian Paice @ Polish drum Fest Craig Blundell @ Sofia Clinic
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PAISTE ArTISTS
greeting from 2012 COvErS
From south america to europe, 2012 was a huge success in press features of Paiste artist cover stories throughout the 
world. To receive a copy of a particular issue, please contact the specific magazine publisher of your choice. 
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ANdErS AbErG (SE) 
# SPArZANZA

dANIEL ALLAIrE (uS)
# brIAN JONESTOwN 
MASSACrE

rObbAN bäCK (SE)
# w.E.T.

dArrEN bECKETT (uS)
# brANdON FLOwErS

rICKy MACHAdO (br) 
# GLOrIA

MAx MALySHEv (uA)
# ANI LOrAK

JAN INGE NILSEN (NO) 
# SIGvArT dAGSLANd

IAN O'NEILL (uS) 
# GAvIN deGrAw

CHASE brICKENdEN (uS)
# THrOwN INTO ExILE

MASSIMO buONANNO (CH)
# SEvEN

SIMON dAwSON (uK) 
# STEvE HArrIS brITISH 
LION

IvAN EdwArdS (uS)
# AIMEE MANN

JOEy PEEbLES (uS)
# TrOMbONE SHOrTy

ELLINGTON rAdCLIFF (uS)
# r5

brAM rAEyMAEKErS (bE) 
# HAdISE

JuAN MANuEL rOurA (uS) 
# LOS AMIGOS INvISIbLES

JOEL FArLANd (Au)
# vAN SHE

brIAN FErGuSON (uS) 
# AArON wATSON

JOrdI GEuENS (bE) 
# SELAH SuE

KrISTJAN HEIdArSSON (IS) 
# KONTINuuM

CArLOS SANdErS (Cr)
# SwING EN 4

NACHO SANTIAGO (ES) 
# MEdINA AZAHArA

GOLO SCHMIEdT (dE) 
# THE LOvE büLOw

COry STIEr (uS) 
# CuLTS

SCOTT HESSEL (uS)
# GIN bLOSSOMS

JACOb HyMAN (uS)
# FrEELANCE wHALES

MATTI JOHANSSON (FI)
# KOrPIKLAANI

AKIrA KAwASAKI (JP) 
# MOuSE ON THE KEyS

MAL TAyLOr (uK)
# THE CHEvIN

MArK TEIxEIrA (uS) 
# duKE rObILLArd bANd

SONNy TrEMbLEy (CA) 
# burN HALO

MATTHäuS wEbEr (AT) 
# STEAMING SATELLITES

HAMZA KAZI (IN) 
# COSHISH

JON LArSEN (dK) 
# vOLbEAT

KEITH LArSEN (uS)
# OEdIPuS

FrANCESCO LOMAGISTrO 
(IT) # bErArdI JAZZ 
CONNECTION

ruSS wHITMAN (uS)
# CrAIG MOrGAN

AMy wOOd (uS) 
# FIONA APPLE

MICHAEL wrIGHT (ZA)
# ZEbrA & GIrAFFE

LEJOE yOuNG (uS) 
# TrAvIS TrITT

NEw ArTIST SIGNINGS 
welCome to the paiste family
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However it was the fact that all these amazing people were working together 
with the common function as skilled craftsmen to serve us, the musicians, that 
made this experience so special. From the twenty's to the Psts  

they are all hand crafted, and i will never 
look at a cymbal in the same way again, 
and will certainly think twice before i kick 
my swiss crashes off the stage again.

Pauli «The PSM» 
factory grooves

The final thing we recorded to solidify the whole piece was on the Paiste Custom Cast Bronze drum kit. It looked so great that I had to get a 
clip of me playing it. the drums really helped to glue the whole piece together at the end, but the true cohesion came from the workers. so 
many characters that were mega enthusiastic about what may have appeared to be my non compos mentis idea. i am mega thankful for them 
allowing me to invade their work environment.

For the whole time we filmed, I was trying to speak in 
swiss german, but struggled to even count to 4. it was 
when someone turned round to me and spoke in perfect 
english i realized that the Factory was made up of a 
plethora of languages and nationalities, so my attempts 
at swiss german were possibly in vain, as you may see 
in the case that the infamous Outtake film ever surfaces.

I was honored to be considered to represent the Paiste heritage with my film. And was also delighted to see the response from my peers at 
the premiere of the film at NAMM 2013 in California. It was a pleasure to serve and represent the craftsmen who make my job as a touring 
musician possible. @:-)

scan to view the
Paiste Factory 
grooves video.

My first visit to the Paiste Factory was in summer 2012, I managed to 
schedule the afternoon off before we played a gorillaz soundsystem 
headline show. after a thorough tour of the factory i was instantly 
mesmerized by the love and dedication of all the workers. the 
manufacturing process was like nothing i could have ever imagined. 
all the processes were meticulously carried out with the greatest 
attention to detail on all of the cymbals.

Following the whirlwind tour, Erik summoned me to his office where he 
initiated the idea of doing a Paiste Factory video. still in a daze from 
the tour, i told him i would sleep on it and get back to him with some 
ideas.

i knew i wanted to make something unconventional and not something 
just for drummers whilst being an honest representation, celebrating 
the individuals who are often forgotten in the factory. 6 months later, i 
was back at the Factory, with a film crew and armed with my portable 
laptop based studio.

i had set myself the challenge to create an original soundtrack on the 
fly, only using the sounds recorded from the Swiss Factory. We had 
2 days to shoot the whole piece and i had no idea what i was getting 
myself into, but i enthusiastically got on with the job at hand. 

The first thing to do was to identify what made the best sounds. The 
pneumatic hammer instantly stood out as it had a consistent tempo at 
precisely 114.5444bpm. I decided that I’d record this sound first and 
use this as a metronome for the whole piece.

as i traversed the Factory with my microphones and laptop, the 
workers started to catch on to what i was doing, and that’s when 
things got really engrossing because they set about trying to work out 
what new and interesting sounds they could make with their tools.

after two days of capturing these moments and recording all these 
amazing sounds, it was now the job of editing nearly 10gb of all the 
audio data together to create the groove - then ensuring all the sound 
synced with the visuals.

Photo/video by saul & Josh Films
rob rowland 
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CYmBAL APPLICATION GUIDE 
Our cymbal application guide is a classification system that serves as a guideline in 
selecting a particular Paiste cymbal for any specific style of music that drummers 
or percussionists play. whether you play Hard rock or Jazz, our guide will help you 
select the ideal Paiste cymbal for you.

  ACOuSTIC
 LOw vOLuME

  TrAdITIONAL
 MEdIuM vOLuME

 MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 MEdIuM vOLuME

  MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 HIGHEr vOLuME

  MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 ExTrEME vOLuME

  MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 ELECTrONIC

NEw SOuNdS

FOrMuLA 602 
MOdErN ESSENTIALS

page 16 page 22

page 38 page 42

page 30 page 32 page 48

page 56 page 54 page 62 & 64

page 68 page 70 page 70

page 26

SIGNATurE
«PrECISION»

page 65

page 58

page 60

page 26

AddITIONAL moDels

CyMbAL OvErvIEw
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 FOrMuLA 602 «at the last sound development meeting we went to 
the ride. I took my stick and hit the final ride cymbal 
once. the note that i heard come out was better 
than i could have imagined. they really exceeded 
my expectations at that moment.»

moDern essentials

vinnie colaiuta’s 
Formula 602 
modern essentials 
demo video!



after the very successful re-launch of the legendary Formula 
602 series, Paiste developed a new sound dimension from 602 
bronze with the Formula 602 modern essentials, in collaboration 
with vinnie colaiuta, who is without a doubt one of today’s most 
influential drummers.

vinnie's idea was to create the missing link between really dark 
and bright, transparent cymbals. «i wanted to take some of 
that richness, warmth, darkness and a bit of complexity of the 
signature traditionals and combine that with the transparency 
and stick definition of the existing 602 sound. In retrospect, I 
think that Paiste sound development had a very similar idea. 
their vision and my vision were completely in alignment.»

the Formula 602 modern essentials is not a set of cymbals 
designed exclusively for vinnie colaiuta. the application of the 
cymbals covers a vast range of musical styles. 

«what i had in mind was something that most discerning 
drummers are looking for», vinnie explains. «they are cymbals for 
many seasons. they can potentially cover just about anything i 
could think of. and it’s not specialized. it doesn’t control you, but 
you can control it.»

all Formula 602 modern essentials models have an enormous 
dynamic range and a rich, warm sound with much depth in 
common – «complete» is Vinnie's verdict at the final testing. 
certainly, they have a different kind of strength than the classic 
602. «one of the things that we discussed in sound development, 
was just how loud they would need to be», reports vinnie. «we 
wanted to get a little more volume, but not too much. because if 
cymbals are too loud, they can overpower the sound of the entire 
drum set. volume has to have a quality and i think these cymbals 
have that.»

20" | 22" RIDE

Full, rich, warm, strong, deep, silvery. Wide range, complex mix. Responsive and even 
feel. Warm sparkling stick sound over a wide, deep wash. Fairly quick, hefty crash 
sound. Extremely dynamic and lively Ride cymbal, suitable for many musical styles.

18" | 22" ChINA
Dark, warm, strong, exotic, sizzling, earthy. Wide range, slightly complex and 
dense mix. Fairly soft, responsive feel. Great for explosive, strong, dark accents. 
Complex, washy ride sound. A modern China cymbal with a wide spectrum for 
various musical applications.

16" | 18" | 20" CRASh
Full, warm, brilliantly shimmering, deep. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Quick 
response, fairly soft feel. Rich, strong crash sound with open low end and 
shimmering highs. A very versatile, responsive cymbal suited for many live and 
studio applications.

8" | 10" SPLASh
Warm, airy, snarling, silvery. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Soft feel with a very 

responsive, explosive splash sound. Low tuned effect cymbal for lively accents in 
moderate volume. Well suited for hand-playing.

14" | 15" hI-hAT
Rich, warm, lush, deep. Wide range, complex mix. Giving 
and responsive feel. Broad, warm open sound. Compact, 
lush chick sound. Extremely versatile hi-hat, perfectly suited 
for dynamic, articulated playing in a wide range of styles.
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 FOrMuLA 602
moDern essentials

FACTS
siNce: 2013
alloy: cusn20, also known as «traditional bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Low to medium loud settings • 
especially well-suited for recording, live • extremely 
versatile cymbals for a wide range of music styles such 
as Pop, rock, Jazz, Fusion, blues, r&b, country, Folk, 
acoustic music

souNd: deep, full, rich, warm, lively, silvery, dynamic, 
controlled and precise • Cymbals that combine clarity, 
consistency with deepness and warmth, yet providing a 
modern versatile sound character with dynamic, potent, 
well balanced qualities and a responsive, soft feel.

RIDE
 ride 20"/22"

CRASh
 Crash 16"/18"/20" 

hI-hAT
 Hi-Hat 14"/15"

SPLASh
 Splash 8"/10"

ChINA
 China 18"/22"
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 vINNIE COLAIuTA

sound development 
team (left to right): 
stefan odermatt
Fredy studer 
vinnie colaiuta
Kaspar rast

erik Paiste & vinnie colaiuta presenting the new cymbals at Namm 2013.

BRIDGING 
ThE GAP
Listening to vinnie Colaiuta is something every drummer should 
do at least once. His approach on the drum kit and seamless 
execution during any song is truly something to behold. when 
vinnie joined our family of artists in March 2012, we wanted to 
create something new and very special with him, and the result 
is some of the most exciting sounds in cymbal history. In the 
following interview Mr. Colaiuta discusses his deep insights 
on his concept of sound and his memorable experience in 
collaborating with the Paiste Sound development Team to make 
his ideal cymbal sound, the Formula 602 Modern Essentials.

wHAT SOuNd CONCEPT dId yOu HAvE IN MINd, wHEN wE 
STArTEd dEvELOPING THE CyMbALS?
my idea was to have a kind of a missing link between really dark 
sounding cymbals and bright, transparent cymbals, which had 
the elements of both. i think it’s something that most discerning 
drummers are looking for. i wanted to take some of the elements of 
the 602 and put that with the richness of the sound of the traditionals 
or vice versa conversely take some of that richness, warmth, 
darkness and a bit of complexity and transpose that to the existing 
602 sound. so that would be kind of a mixture of both of those 
things. and in retrospect, i think that Paiste sound development had 
a similar idea.

yOu ArE A druMMEr wHO IS AT HOME IN A vAST vArIETy 
OF MuSICAL STyLES. dO yOu THINK THIS NEw LINE CAN 
COvEr, MOrE Or LESS, ALL STyLES yOu ArE PLAyING?

i think so. i think it’s potentially a cymbal for many seasons. and 
that’s the beauty of them. one of the things that i was concerned 
about was an important parameter, that we discussed in sound 
development, was just how loud would they need to be. we 
wanted to get a little more volume as well, but not too much. 
i think that there’s enough volume there. because if cymbals 
are too loud, then they can overpower the sound of the entire 
drum set. at the same time they are loud enough to be used for 
anything. if you use microphones, the microphones will like them, 
and if you don’t use microphones then they will create a balanced 
picture in the drum set. but they are powerful and they project. 
volume has to have a quality. these cymbals have a quality of 
volume, just like all of the Paiste cymbals. 

IS THErE A CErTAIN TyPE OF CyMbAL THAT MArKS THE 
CENTEr OF yOur SETuP?
yeah. let me say this: Part of my idea in developing this would 
be to have a definitive go-to Ride cymbal, that works for me all 
the time. right now i gravitate mostly between a 24" 602, a 22" 
signature traditionals and a giant beat. so you could see why 
the development of this would be actually the answer to that 
question. 

interview by christian wenzel

ANd HOw wOuLd yOu dESCrIbE ITS MAIN 
CHArACTErISTICS?
A translucent warmth with definition. And a really good 
controllable wash. For me i wanted those elements in the right 
proportions and so the characteristics that i heard, that we ended 
up with, was the ride cymbal had a beautiful note. there was just 
the right amount of wash and stick definition. The stick never got 
lost. and just the right of warmth. Just low enough, not too low. 
there’s some complexity, but not enough to interfere with the 
transparence. 

THE SAME QuESTION FOr THE HI-HAT …
they seem to sit in a place, where they’re just thick enough, just 
chunky enough, but not overpowering. they are a little more 
chocolaty than the classic 602s. there’s some richness in there. 
they add this kind of dimension to it. i just think there’s chocolate 
in there, swiss chocolate. so i think it makes them kind of funky 
sounding. they are a little darker. but still not so much that they 
become specialized. they are just right in the middle. 
all the cymbals seem to integrate in a set really well. the splashes 
are almost out of the way. they are really like kind of a subtle 
punctuation. they are not loud. they are sweet. they are these 
kind of punctuation marks in the background. sometimes a smaller 
crash can start sounding like a splash cymbal, an oversized 
splash cymbal, and these don’t. they are nice and transparent. 
and as the cymbal gets bigger you really start hearing the warmth 
project a little more. they function really well as a set. 

IN rETrOSPECT wOuLd yOu SAy, IT wAS EASy TO wOrK 
wITH THE PAISTE SOuNd dEvELOPMENT TEAM?
absolutely. it was astonishing how well they understood what i 
was saying, and they were able to carry it out. their vision and 
my vision were completely in alignment. every step of the way 
they were able to perfectly execute the concept, that we had 
discussed together. the thing is, that we were all on the same 
page in terms of conceptual development and in terms of our 
ability in communicate and for them to carry it out. they weren’t 
trying to convince me of anything, i wasn’t trying to convince 
them of anything. if something had a particular characteristic, 
that i questioned, i would tell them. and sometimes i didn’t have 
to tell them anything, they could just read it on my face. this 
happened over and over.

at the last meeting we went to the ride i took my stick and hit 
the final ride cymbal once, and the note that I heard come out 
of it was beyond belief. i thought this is better than i could have 
imagined. i said: «i can’t believe you guys actually did that», 
and they just looked at me and were grinning. i think that they 
already knew, but they didn’t expect that kind of a reaction out of 
me. they really exceeded my expectations at that moment! 

vinnie's all Formula 602 Modern Essentials
Cymbal Set (left to right)
22" china | 8" splash | 15" Hi-Hat | 20" crash | 
10" splash | 22" ride | 16" crash | 18" crash
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the new series is created using Paiste's 
proprietary signature alloy, and features 
the typical hallmarks of Paiste's original 
signature sound - brightness, fullness, 
strong presence and projection, with 
brilliant musicality. a particular quality of 
the signature «Precision» is its clean and 
focused character in combination with a 
very articulate, straight-ahead sound.

The finish of Signature «Precision» 
purposely follows the tradition established 
by the original signature series. Fans of 
the original signature sound, look and feel 

will thus find these cymbals a compelling 
choice for their cymbal sets.

«the goal for the signature 'Precision' 
was to create a more affordable signature 
sound. We specifically researched and 
designed the manufacturing process to 
achieve that goal. Part of the success 
of this project is the incredible sound 
potency that already exists within the 
signature alloy.» - erik Paiste

 SIGNATurE
 «preCision»

«The new Signature 'Precision' series of cymbals are just that: cymbals 
with a precise, focused tonal center. Explosive sound, combined with all 
the look, feel and quality of the world class Signature series.» 
PAuL LEIM (uS)
# STudIO GrEAT

«Paiste's new Signature 'Precision' series is the more aggressive 
cousin in the Signature family. They are definitely Signature 

cymbals and although they are a bit more focused, the ‘Precision’ 
are every bit as refined as the renowned Signature.» 

dAvE McAFEE (uS)
# TOby KEITH

«I feel that it’s an entirely new line of cymbals. It harkens from the classic 
Signature sound and alloy but it’s also a whole new sound palette. They have 
beautiful similarities to the classic models such as the clarity & articulation but 
there’s a certain essence that is all their own. They’re a great alternative for 
someone who wants to play Signature but can’t meet the price point. They are 
also a great addition to the Signature family and other Paiste cymbal lines.» 
JASON SuTTEr (uS) # MArILyN MANSON

«Signature 'Precision' have a perfect focus, great attack, 
and a beautiful, well rounded projection. These cymbals 

are giving you more than what they’re priced at. It’s a 
good investment for any drummer that likes many colors 

in their set up. I really liked the 18" Crash. Its body and 
nice round spread are most impressive. I am also a fan 

of the 18” China and the 14" Hi-Hat.» 
FrANKLIN vANdErbILT (uS) 

# LENNy KrAvITZ

«I love these cymbals. I could throw all of them in my cymbal bag 
and easily use them on gigs. The 18" Thin Crash & Crash would 
be a great combination to use live or in the studio.» 
dEAN buTTErwOrTH (uS)
# GOOd CHArLOTTE

«I’m totally surprised that these cymbals are at a lower price point than 
the Signature classic cymbals and that’s important in today’s times. I think 

these cymbals can go a long way. Any pro drummer can use these. I was 
particularly impressed with the 14" Sound Edge Hats.» 

JOHN «Jr» rObINSON (uS)
 # STudIO GrEAT

«These cymbals are going to bring more people, more drummers, 
and more ears into the Signature line. To my ears, I would have never 
known that they are different from the current Signature. My ears can’t 
tell that they are different in price point or level of cymbal.» 
SCOTT dEvOurS (uS)
# rOGEr dALTrEy

THE NEw ALTErNATIvE 
FOr SIGNATurE PLAyErS

Here are some reactions to the new cymbals 
from veteran Signature players:
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 SIGNATurE
 «preCision»

FACTS
siNce: 2013
alloy: Proprietary signature bronze

aPPlicatioNs: Medium low to loud settings • Live and 
recording • Wide range of music styles such as Pop, 
rock, alternative, Hard rock, Funk, country, blues, 
gospel and r&b

souNd: Precise, bright, rich, warm, brilliant, full, 
transparent, colorful sound. 

RIDE
 ride 20"
	Heavy ride 22"

CRASh
 Thin Crash 16"/18" 
 Crash 16"/17"/18"

hI-hAT
 Hi-Hat 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASh
 Splash 10"

ChINA
 China 18"

14" hI-hAT
Bright, warm, brilliant. Wide range, clean mix. Balanced feel. 
Lush, strong open sound with a defined, clear chick sound. 
Extremely versatile hi-hat for a wide range of musical styles and 
applications.

14" SOUND EDGE hI-hAT
Bright, cutting, brilliant with a warm touch. Wide range, clean 
mix. Quick, responsive feel. Sharp open sound, strong, cutting 
chick sound. Piercing hi-hat for articulate, precise playing.

18" ChINA
Medium bright, exotic, fairly trashy. Wide range, fairly complex 
mix. Explosive response, rather soft feel. Dynamic china for 
exotic colouring in a wide musical range.

16" | 18" ThIN CRASh
Warm, full, brilliant. Wide range, clean mix. Responsive and soft 
feel. Clear, yet very warm sounding crash sound for medium loud 
musical situations.

22" hEAVY RIDE
Bright, powerful, brillant. Wide 
range, clean mix. Heavy feel. 
Defined, meaty ping with a clear, 
controllable wash. Piercing 
bell sound. Strong, heavy ride, 
well suited for playing at higher 
volume levels.

20" RIDE
Bright, rich and warm. Wide 
range, clean mix. Giving feel. 
Defined ping with slightly silvery 
wash. All-purpose ride cymbal 
for various applications.

16" | 17" | 18" CRASh
Bright, full, warm, brillant. Wide range, clean mix. 
Balanced feel. Very versatile, all-purpose crash for 
clear, full accents.

10" SPLASh
Bright, clear, warm. Fairly narrow range, clean 
mix. Explosive response. Dynamic splash cymbal 
for fine to medium strong accents in various 
musical styles.
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 FOrMuLA 602
ClassiC sounDs

NEW 15"

NEW 24"

NEW 22"

bACK TO THE rOOTS
back in 1959 Paiste launched a series that was destined to 

become one of the world's most revered in the history of 
cymbal making – Formula 602. the warmth of the traditional 

cusn20 bronze and the superior sound quality are legendary, 
and many attempts were made to copy them – to no avail. 

Now 602's back for enjoyment.

FACTS
siNce: 1959 (reintroduced in 2011)
alloy: cusn20, also known as «traditional bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Low to medium loud settings • 
especially well-suited for recording, live • Jazz, Fusion, 
blues, moderate Pop and rock, country, Folk, acoustic 
music

souNd: Warm, silvery, mellow, cool, light, fine, precise 
and controlled.

RIDE
 Medium ride 20"/24" NEw
 Medium Flatride 20"

CRASh
 Thin Crash 16"/18"/20"/22" NEw 
 Paperthin 16"/18"

hI-hAT
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
 Medium Hi-Hat 14"/15" NEw

mEDIUm FLATRIDE
Warm, mellow, crystal-like. Medium range, fairly clean 

mix. Very balanced and controlled feel. A pearly, woody 
stick sound paired with a silvery wash. A very sensitive 

cymbal perfectly suited for soft playing at lower volume 
level and studio application.

mEDIUm hI-hATS
Rich, warm, full, silvery with a 
light touch. Soft feel, easy to 

control. Lively, responsive and 
warm open sound. Full, precise 
chick sound. Versatile hi-hat for 
medium loud settings, perfectly 

suited for studio applications.

mEDIUm RIDE
Full, rich, fairly bright, solid. 
Controlled and even feel. Very 
nice and sparkling stick sound 
supported by a breathy layer 
of wash. Perfectly balanced. A 
dynamic all around cymbal for 
many musical styles played at 
moderate level. 

SOUND EDGE hI-hAT
Rich, silvery, bright, somewhat mellow. Quick and responsive 
feel with a soft and warm touch. Very controllable. Full, round 
and energetic open sound, paired with a light and airy chick 
sound. 

SHANNON FOrrEST (uS)
# bOZ SCAGGS
«The 602's have become my 
new standard, whether for live or 
recording. They are the perfect blend 
of modern and vintage sounds.»

HENrIQuE dE ALMEIdA (uS)
# bErKLEE COLLEGE OF MuSIC
«The amount of playing possibilities, including crystal 
clear ride playing, bell patterns and rolls are just 
incredible! Paiste 602 cymbals are absolutely beautiful 
instruments. Playing them, brings back to the feeling I 
have listening to my heroes up close! As an Associate 
Professor at Berklee College of Music, I am asked to 
teach and perform what I do professionally. I can say 
with the utmost enthusiasm that each cymbal of the 
entire set of 602 surprisingly works for every situation, 
this is astonishing to me! The Jewel of the 602 line is of 
course the Medium Flatride with its crystal clear stick 
definition.»

JASON McGErr (uS)
# dEATH CAb FOr CuTIE
«I haven’t been without my 602’s since Paiste sounded 
their very musical alarm. They really do work in every 
situation. I'm pretty critical when it comes to hi-hats 
because I need them to do everything. An audible stick tip 
on top, a chunky shoulder sound that could've come from 
any decade, and a thick foot chick that can replace the 
sound of a stick. Both my 14" and 15" Medium 602 hats do 
all these things exceptionally well.»

series demo video!
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 GErGO bOrLAI

In his home country of Hungary, Gergo borlai has appeared on 
more than 100 albums which span a wide range of musical styles, 
received two lifetime achievement awards and two “gold-record 
awards,” as well as the Golden drumstick Prize and the Artisjus 
Lifetime Achievement Award. It’s not quite fair to call him a rising 
star but after his breathtaking solo performances at drum events 
such as the Montreal drum Fest (Canada), the bag Show (France), 
or the DrumChannel (US), Borlai finally received attention and 
recognition by the international drumming community. Gergo’s 
affinity for and mastery of the instrument allows him to seamlessly 
transition from funky grooves into blazing displays of chops 
effortlessly and above all, musically.

GErGO, wHAT FASCINATES yOu AbOuT FuNK GrOOvES? 
everything! when i started playing drums at the age of 3, i used to 
listen to two tunes all the time: «take Five» and «chameleon». the 
way Harvey mason played drums on «chameleon» was FuNK itself for 
me. by age 6-7 i was a huge Jimi Hendrix fan and i also got hooked 
on buddy miles. till this day, i’m still playing a buddy miles lick. then 
about 10 years later Dennis Chambers had a significant impact on my 
playing. the way he plays those 16th notes engaged me for a long 
time; i’ve learned a lot from him. these days when i play with gary 
willis, he fascinates me by playing killer funk grooves. 

CLOSE-uP
birtHday: may 27th, 1978
HometowN: barcelona, spain
PlayiNg siNce: 1981
First drumKit: No name. 26" bass drum, 15" 
snare and i was 3 so...
First Paiste cymbals: 15" red label 2002 
medium Hi-Hat, 20" black label 2002 ride
Heroes: Frank Zappa, Joe Zawinul, bruce lee
Hobbies: Playstation, old v8 us cars
Fav movie: luis buñuel - the discreet charm of 
the bourgeoisie
Fav Food: sea Food with sea Food

IF yOu HAd THE CHANCE TO LEAd yOur OwN ALL-STAr bANd, 
wHO wOuLd bE IN IT ANd wHAT KINd OF MuSIC wOuLd yOu 
PLAy? 
i wouldn’t want to be a band leader. i’d love to play behind the best 
musicians in the world. that is what would bring out the best of me. 
Fortunately, i’ve had the opportunity to play with some of my idols 
whose music i grew up with. so, my answer is: i’d like to play in a 
band that’s loud and popular, but at the same time demanding and 
refined; one that tours a lot and has an amazing front man or singer, 
like Nickelback, audioslave, or even Pink, but perhaps with my 
childhood dream, sting.  

wHEN dId yOu GET INTO SOLOING? 
when i was 16. that’s when they started inviting me to drum festivals.  

HOw dO yOu FOrM THE CONCEPTS OF yOur SOLOS 
NOwAdAyS? 
i have no real concept, i pretty much improvise. i love that each of my 
solos is different and that people believe there was a concept. when 
I play along to tracks at clinics I don’t have fixed patterns. I would get 
bored by myself. to me the most important thing in playing in a setting 
like this is to improve myself while i’m giving back to the audience in a 
way that is not autotelic, not just «art for art’s sake». 

LET’S FACE IT, yOur TECHNICAL SKILLS ArE MINd bLOwING. 
IS THAT ONLy GOOd FOr THE SHOw, Or IS IT ALSO IMPOrTANT 
FOr yOur wOrK AS A rECOrdING druMMEr? 
Having good technical skills is a way of expressing myself. when i 
listened to colaiuta, cobham or bozzio as a kid, i never thought for a 
minute that they would play the way they play for showmanship. it was 
an integral part of their music and it created a new step for modern 
drumming. i’m trying to play similar to those guys. i don’t possess 
any spectacular tricks, I can’t spin the sticks between my fingers; I 
am simply not interested in learning tricks. i am trying to feature my 
technical skills through music. it’s the most exciting and challenging 
for me when i play as a sideman when reaction time really matters.
 
certainly, this is useful in a recording studio as well. Having an arsenal 
of skills, i’m always trying not to be repetitive and boring, even with 
simpler music. Having exceptional technical skills is very important, 
but not the utmost. it gives you a safety net. However, it’s important 
that a technically skilled drummer also has a good knowledge of 
music and compositional abilities with which he can fully utilize his 
technical skills. i love working in a recording studio and people love 
working with me, because i work fast and i easily adapt to any people, 
music or circumstance. i started working in recording studios at the 

age of 15, so i’ve gained a lot of experience and know how to work 
the fastest and most effective. these days, i record my drumming at 
home and i send it over the net. this, of course, is very convenient, 
but i do miss the sentiment of the good old days when you moved in 
to the studio for months.  

wHEN ANd HOw dId yOu STArT TO ExPLOrE PAISTE 
CyMbALS? 
Very early, when I got to know Frank Zappa’s music. The first two 
albums i’ve listened to were «Joe’s garage» and «them or us». i was 
about 9 or 10 years old and those albums had a huge influence on me. 
in the following years i was trying to get as much information about 
chad wackerman as i could, but it wasn’t easy, since we didn’t have 
internet; not everyone had a vcr, but i managed to see the «does 
Humor belong in music» video. He was using cymbals with a red 
2002 logo. From this moment on, i was trying to hear what cymbals 
he might be using on every Zappa album he played drums on. i tried 
to get the same set up as chad’s. in the beginning my mom bought 
me a couple Paiste cymbals, and since i started playing concerts and 
making some money i was able to buy them myself. at the age of 16 
i had a huge cymbal set up: 3 chinas, 3 Hi-hats, etc. i wish i still had 
those cymbals! there were a couple of rare pieces among them, like 
an 18" sound creation short crash from the 80s, a 602 cup chime, 
an 18" 2002 china from the 70s and an 8" 602 Hi-Hat. i became a 
Paiste endorsee in 2012, what a huge honor! i will never forget going 
to the showroom at the factory and testing the cymbals i used years 
ago. i wanted to hear whether the same type of cymbals would sound 
the same. they sound the same now as they did back then! it was 
amazing! 
 
wHy dId yOu SELECT THE FOrMuLA 602 SErIES AS THE bASE 
OF yOur CyMbAL SETuP? 
i can use the Formula 602 series for everything. they have a very 
clear and characteristic sound. they have a fast reaction time and 
their sound cuts through everything. in recent years i’ve been using 
larger and larger crash cymbals. years ago, the 18" crash was the 
largest one on my kit but today it’s the smallest one. the large crashes 
have a wider dynamic range and are more sensitive. thus the 20" 602 
thin and 20" Paperthins are perfect for me. they’re thin, but they’re 
big. they’re very delicate and therefore they can be used both for 
quiet music as well as rock concerts. the «soul» of my set up is a 
24" medium ride. i’ve never used a 24" ride before. in this cymbal i 
found everything i need to express myself musically through a cymbal. 
whenever i do a recording and i try to pick which ride would be the 
most suitable, i always end up choosing the 24".

IMPrOvISATION IN PErFECTION

interview by christian wenzel
Photos by tim shahady
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wIM dE vrIES & rENÉ CrEEMErS (NL)
# druMbASSAdOrS

OLIvEr CHArLES (uS)
# GOGOL bOrdELLO

PAT MASTELOTTO (uS)
# KING CrIMSON, THE rEMbrANdTS

MAINEO (uS)
# ALICIA KEyS

dONALd bArrETT (uS)
# COLbIE CAILLAT

 TwENTy MASTErS
 ColleCtion

EvEry CyMbAL A 
MASTErPIECE

exPerieNce tHem to 
FiNd your owN

the twenty masters collection is an assemblage of exquisite 
and laboriously hand-manufactured cymbals made of cusn20 

bronze to achieve superior sound ideals in various musical 
genres. the twelve ride models integrate the experience of 

the decades long art of cymbal making with the inspirations 
of international top drummers.

FACTS
siNce: 2011
alloy: cusn20, also known as «traditional bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Low to loud settings • Live and 
recording • Jazz, Blues, R&B, Funk, Pop and Country

souNd: warm, full, rich, deep, broad. a wide variety of 
sound concepts from dark to bright, dry to sustaining, 
pronounced to washy, smooth to strong. each cymbal 
has its very own sound character that has to be 
experienced.

RIDE
 Medium ride 20"/21"
	 Crisp ride 22" 
 dark ride 20"/22"
 dark Crash ride 20"
 dark Crisp ride 20"/22"
 dark dry ride 20"/21"
 Sweet ride 20"
	deep ride 24"

mEDIUm RIDE
Bright, rich, open, full. Even, 

responsive feel and very controllable. 
Pronounced, bright and meaty stick 

sound supported by a solid wash. 
All-purpose cymbal for a wide range of 

musical applications.

DARK RIDE
Dark, warm, smoky, breathy. Soft 
feel with a quick response. Very well 
crashable. Controllable, peppery stick 
sound over a dark layered oriental, 
smoky wash. A ride cymbal that can 
easily be used in a small jazz club 
setting and flourish in other styles such 
as blues or country music.

DARK DRY RIDE
Dry, rich, silky, strong. Very 

controllable and fairly dry feel. 
Silvery ping over rather short 

sustained and dusty wash. Ideally 
suited for articulated and precise 

playing in most musical styles such 
as R&B, Funk, Pop and Country.

DARK CRASh RIDE
Dark, trashy, papery, 
low. Soft and buttery 

feel with a very wobbly 
and vibrant response. 

Fairly defined stick 
sound over a dark and 

cloudy wash. Very user-
friendly for percussive 

use and classical mallet 
application.

DARK CRISP RIDE
Dark, crisp, warm, rich, open. 
Very responsive feel, quick 
attack. A nice and crispy stick 
sound supported by a strong, 
open and dark shimmering 
wash. Perfect control. Well 
suited for all styles of music 
that require great dynamics 
and full-bodied ride sound. 
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 TwENTy CuSTOM
 ColleCtion

FACTS
siNce: 2011
alloy: cusn20, also known as «traditional bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Soft to extremely loud settings • Live 
and recording • Soul, R'n'B, Pop, Indie-Pop, Country, 
latin, rock, alternative, Hard rock and metal

souNd: rich, warm, full, deep, bright and extremely 
forceful. cymbals with a complex combination of modern 
and vintage character, yet with the projection, balance 
and consistent function and quality that is essential for 
almost all styles of music.

RIDE
	Full ride 20"/22"
 Metal ride 20"/22"

CRASh
	Full Crash 16"/18"/20"
 Metal Crash 18"/19"/20"

hI-hAT
	Full Hats 14"
 Metal Hats 14"/15"

SPLASh
 Thin Splash 10"
 Metal Splash 10"

ChINA
	Thin China 18"
 Metal China 18"

FULL RIDE
Full, rich, strong. Very even, 
giving feel with a comfortable 
rebound. Clear, firm, sparkling 
stick sound over a full, deep and 
lively wash. Perfect balance. A very 
versatile ride cymbal suited for all 
modern music styles from R&B to 
Alternative Rock.

mETAL SPLASh
 Explosive, lively, bright, warm, 

clear. Soft feel with an explosive 
attack. Very responsive and quick 
decay. Clear splash character for 

bright harsh accents in many
 styles of music.

mETAL hATS
Full, lush, brilliant, forceful. Heavy feel, yet responsive with 
astonishing controllability. Forceful when closed, aggressive 
and rumbling when opened. Fat and penetrating stick sound. 
Powerful hi-hat for medium to extremely loud musical settings.

FULL CRASh
Rich, open, brilliant, warm. Giving feel, very responsive 

with a strong low-frequency. Extremely dynamic, full 
sounding crash cymbal for application in a vast range of 

musical settings.

NEw vIbrANT vOICES
customiZed For your souNd

the twenty custom collection is hand crafted for a vast variety of modern 
musical settings. the warm and rich «Full» models are developed for a wide 

range of musical applications – from r&b rooted music to rock/indie oriented 
genres the «Full» cymbals cover it all. designed for higher volume spectrum, 

the forceful brilliant «metal» division provides you with ultimate projection and 
power embedded in a warm overal sound. this series is customized for the 

sound of the future.

ThIN ChINA
Explosive, mystique, dark, trashy. Soft feel, quick attack, fast 
fade. Characteristically modern Chinese sound with a grungy 
touch. Well suited for quick exotic accents in almost all styles 
of music

dErrICK wrIGHT (uS)
# AdELE

TObIAS rALPH (uS)
# AdrIAN bELEw

TOM rOSLAK (uS)
# CrASH KINGS

ALICIA wArrINGTON (uS)
# CHrIS rENE

MEL GAyNOr (uK)
# SIMPLE MINdS, rObErT PALMEr

series demo video!
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 dAru JONES

daru, you are curreNtly bouNciNg betweeN tHree 
diFFereNt ProJects tHat are Quite diFFereNt From 
oNe aNotHer. How do you adJust your PlayiNg aNd/or 
tecHNiQue For eacH gig witH JacK wHite, tHe ruFF PacK, 
aNd talib Kweli?
there's no special technique for each gig or situation but the music 
dictates or tells me what i should bring to the table along with my 
style and interpretation. when i play with talib, we play to dJ tracks 
with a band which is a bit easier. we are pocket driven with loops but 
i’ll embellish a bit more on the groove to give it a fatter “live” sound. 
when i hit it with the ruff Pack, stephan, matthias, and i are more 
organic with a mix of a Fusion, Hip Hop, rock, and Jazz feel. i’m 
more active with those guys and i occasionally let loose with a drum 
solo but i always stay within the parameters of the music to maintain 
a solid groove for people to dance. and with Jack, it’s everything. He 
allows me to do a mixture of all that stuff, soul, rock, etc... when 
we play white stripes tunes i slip a few of my tricks into the music to 
give it my own personality but i won’t step on what beats meg played 
because the white stripes laid down such a good musical foundation. 
i don’t want to disrespect their original recordings. Jack’s current 
music is more high energy with a wider range of dynamics. sometimes 
you’ll play ultra quiet and sometimes i’ll try to knock the cymbals off 
their stands.

tHere’s a lot oF diversity betweeN tHe tHree baNds. How 
did you cHoose your Paiste cymbal souNd witH eacH 
baNd? i assume tHey’re diFFereNt?
there’s two set ups i’ll switch back and forth on. with Jack i use all 
twenty custom collections. the 22" Full ride, 18" Full crash, and 
15" metal Hats. Jack’s guitar sounds are bright and the cymbals sit 
just under his register. these are pretty dark and a little bit on the 
dirty side. when i dig into these cymbals, the sustain isn’t too long 
and excessive. they’re cool also because they have the necessary 
definition I need. For the ruff Pack, talib Kweli and others i use 
13" signature dark crisp Hi-Hats, an 18" signature mellow crash, 
and the 21" twenty masters collection dark dry ride and man, that 
dark dry ride is a cymbal! my 21" masters is dry, ultra precise, and 
with the ruff Pack i can really swing on that cymbal too. For the 
music with talib and trP, my hi-hat sound needs to be crispier and 
tighter sounding than with Jack and the dark crisps are perfect. the 
mellow crash is really clean and it sits just right in the mid-frequency 
range. this combination of cymbals has a perfect blend of high & low 
frequencies.

wHat’s it liKe PlayiNg witH JacK wHite, wHo is coNsidered 
oNe oF todays most HigHly regarded musiciaNs? are 
tHere aNy PerFormaNce HigHligHts tHat you aNd He were 
Particularly FoNd oF?
it's an honor and awesome new experience every time i perform with 
Jack. two of my favorite performances with Jack white were on the 

Jools Holland tv show & lollapalooza. another was the london show 
on «seven Nation army». at the end of the song, Jack took his guitar 
and pounded it on the Hi-Hat stand to end the song «rock ‘n roll 
style» but his guitar went right through the top of the hi-hat stem! oh 
man, that was great!

bacKstage aFter your PerFormaNce at tHe wilterN iN 
la, i sPeciFically remember JacK sayiNg, «Here’s tHe maN, 
rigHt tHere» wHile PoiNtiNg directly at you witH tHe 
uPmost resPect. wHat a comPlimeNt comiNg From JacK, 
wHo is a serious drummer HimselF. wHat do you tHiNK He 
liKes most about you’re PlayiNg?
He really said that? wow drew, that’s cool… (chuckles). i think with 
Jack, he feels relaxed and he can focus on doing his thing and he 
knows that i have his back. what i really love about playing with Jack 
is we’re always feeding off each other throughout the show and if he 
changes course musically real quick, i’m with him. we have some of 
the same tastes musically and occasionally that will transpire on the 
stage, especially when we improvise during the performance. we get 
out there sometimes, but Jack knows i’m right there with him.

you describe your PersoNal voice beHiNd tHe Kit as 
«soul-HoP». caN you elaborate a bit oN tHis style oF 
PlayiNg tHat you’re so PassioNate about?
soul-Hop is a combination of soul music meets Hip-Hop. the music 
or vibrations come right from the heart or soul with some hard core 
Hip-Hop aggressions on the beats and rhythms. with Hip-Hop 
grooves, the beat is pretty tight but in your face, hard-core. with soul, 
the groove is more sensitive to the melody & structure of the tune. if 
you combine the two in a complimentary fashion you have soul-Hop.

you also Produce & mix otHer music wHeN you’re Home 
iN brooKlyN. wHat are a couPle oF memorable ProJects 
you coNducted?
yes, i work through my company rusic records
[www.rusicrecords.com]. back in 2010, i produced a record called 
«loopers» which is a beat instrumental project with driving drum loops 
and live instrumentation mixed with samples & programming. last 
year i completed daru & rena’s «excursions a&b-sides» on-line mix 
tape which was a project with my sister rena. this particular element 
of music takes you on a musical journey from our catalog to share 
spiritual & soulful Hip-Hop sound. it was like kindred spirit working 
with her on this. 

aNy last tHougHts or imPressioNs you Have oN Paiste 
cymbals aNd tHe comPaNy? 
i'm grateful and excited to be a part of this family and i look forward to 
continuing it for many years to come. Paiste has a very down to earth 
and awesome team of admin who really care about the artist’s needs.

it all started for daru at the very young age of four. mom and dad 
were both musical directors at their church each having over 30 years 
of organ and keyboard experience but they weren’t the only talented 
musicians in the Jones’ blood-line. many of daru’s other family 
members also played instruments; most notably the drums. this is 
where it all began for daru, being inspired and watching relatives play 
worship music. once he got a taste of what music can do for the soul, 
daru picked up a pair of drumsticks and he never looked back. 
 
through years of hustle, long days of wood-shedding and persistence, 
daru has emerged as one of today’s hippest drummers. although his 

initial acclaim came about through working in the soul and Hip-Hop 
scenes, daru is an avid fan of many styles of music and he’s rapidly 
becoming a highly respected drummer across many genres. His strong 
understanding of how an acoustic and/or programmed beat helps a 
song groove while staying true to the authenticity of the music has 
won admiration from his collaborators, peers and music fans alike. 

take a few minutes to review some of the projects daru has worked 
on and you’ll appreciate why he is the go-to-drummer for Hip-Hop 
artists black milk, talib Kweli and future rock 'n roll hall of famer 
Jack white. 

dIvErSITy & GrOOvE 
THE PASSION FOr CyMbAL SOuNd

interview by andrew shreve
Photos by Jo mccaughey/third man records

CLOSE-uP
birtHday: august 12th

First drumKit: yamaha tour series 
First Paiste cymbals: Paiste signature Full crash
Heroes: god, mom & dad, grandmother & 
grandfather, vinnie colaiuta, dJ Premier and J dilla
Hobbies: composing/Producing, going to the movies, 
shopping
Fav movie: brown sugar, Juice, the last dragon, big 
trouble in little china, matrix
Fav Food: thai Food
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PAuL wALSHAM (uK)
# Hurts

when Paul walsham gave our drummer service department information about his new 
gig with Hurts in 2010, nobody expected that Paul was joining what would become the 
most successful new artist duet of the present day. Hurt’s first album «Happiness» went 
through the roof, achieving Platinum sales awards in several countries, followed by sold-
out tours around the globe. 

while Hurts were taking a break from the road to focus on writing their new album 
«exile» (released in march), Paul worked on various projects in the studio. «i've started 
performing more percussion gigs which are really great to work alongside a drummer and 
see how and where you sit in with a band», he says. «Fortunately i was asked to record 
on a few new tracks for the 2nd album, which was a great honor and lots of fun. it was 
a little unexpected, as the first album was very much programmed. But I think with the 
vast amount of touring we did, the experiences that have been shared with everyone 
had influenced the way the new album was written. The live sound of the band was 
incorporated into the 2nd album giving it more of an organic feel yet still in keeping with 
the traditional Hurts flavor.»

whereas Paul uses a full twenty custom collection setup on stage, he tried various 
sounds from the Paiste assortment for the recordings. «the actual recording took place 
in london at air studios», reports Paul. «i took as many snare drums as i had space for 
and all my cymbals sets, for each tune i would listen to general vibe of the track and pick 
cymbals accordingly. the cymbals mostly used which seated well with a lot of the tunes 
consisted of 2002. For the hi-hats i stayed with the 14" dark energy; they sat perfectly 
on each track. my part was purely acoustic drums but there were sounds and samples 
added after i recorded which is true in the Hurts style. what gives the live show a lift is 
that we have all the electronic side covered with triggers and the sPd-sx, but the energy 
and acoustic addition to the live show really brings it to life.»

Paul’s live setup features all twenty custom collection models: 14" Full Hats, 10" thin 
splash, 18” and 20” metal crashes, 20" Full ride and 18" thin china.

JAMES rOuSE (us) 
# ms. lauryN Hill
on any given day James rouse can be seen deep in the trenches of the New york music scene 
working with a wide array of serious musicians. if you catch him working as a band leader… or 
producer… or musical director… or hired gun in a studio, you’ll immediately understand why he 
doesn’t have much time to do anything that is not musically related. James played a key role in a 
number of memorable concerts and musical events in the city such as «a Night of motown» and 
«Harlem week» with ray chew and the crew and «amatuer Night at the apollo». He also kept 
his producing chops up while producing «the Prelude eP» for charisa the violin diva. that’s one 
side of mr. rouse. 

and then there’s the other side of James rouse; the side that keeps him away from home 
thanks to ms. lauryn Hill. throughout 2012, ms. lauryn Hill kept James close by her side while 
she toured throughout europe, North america, south africa, and New Zealand. if you’ve had 
the chance to see her perform live, you’ll see that the band is rather large and there are a lot of 
musicians on the stage at any given time. Jame’s knack to focus on so many key musical details 
throughout each performance while keeping the groove very comfortable for everyone on stage 
is a true gift. 

throughout 2013 James will be working on a wide array of musical projects but two of them 
stand out to him the most. «ms. lauryn Hill is definitely going to keep me busy this year. we have 
more shows scheduled for 2013 but before we hit the road we’re wrapping up the writing and 
recording of her new record, which i’ve been involved in as one of her band members, helping in 
the production process. i’m also in the process of finishing my second album and i also plan to 
schedule some tour dates to support my new release.» 

«i have a wide range of incredible sounding Paiste cymbals to choose from, but the cymbals 
i’ve been passionate about are my twenty custom collections. i love the tone of these cymbals. 
they cut through the many layers of ms. lauryn Hill’s music and yet they are very musical; both 
on stage and in the studio. Their brilliant finish looks great under the lights on stage and they 
are very durable for touring. whether it’s at a studio, New york club, arena, or at my church, my 
twenty customs are always with me.»

SErGEy bALALAEv (uA)
# SuNSAy

MAurICIO CLAvErIA (Mx)
# INdEPENdENT

SCOTT CrAGO (uS) 
# EAGLES

IrA ELLIOT (uS)
# NAdA SurF

THOMAS GöTZ (dE)
# bEATSTEAKS

JONATHAN HAMILTON (uK) 
# JESSIE J

PATrIK HEIKINPIETI (SE)
# MANdO dIAO

TrIS IMbOdEN (uS)
# CHICAGO

bObby JArZOMbEK (uS)
# SEbASTIAN bACH

CHAd LEE (uS)
# THE SILENT COMEdy

bOrIS LIFSHITS (ru) 
# b2

AArON McvEIGH (uS) 
# FOxy SHAZAM

LOIC PONTIEux (Fr)
# vÉrONIQuE SANSON

TOMMy rAuTIAINEN (FI) 
# INdEPENdENT

KALLAS rEINEr (dE)
# POHLMANN

AMAdEuS THOMPSON (uS) 
# TrEy SONGZ

SCOTT TrAvIS (uS)
# JudAS PrIEST

dINO vErdAdE (br) 
# TrIOFFICIAL

MArK wALKEr (uS) 
# bErKLEE COLLEGE

CHArLIE ZELENy (uS)
# druMAGEddON

TwENTy CuSTOM COLLECTION artists
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 SIGNATurE «traDitionals»
 & «Dark energy»

FACTS
SIGNATURE «TRADITIONALS» 
viNtage souNd For JaZZ, FusioN & beyoNd

siNce: 1996
alloy: Proprietary signature bronze

aPPlicatioNs: Soft to medium loud settings • Live 
and recording • Classic to modern Jazz, Blues, Swing, 
big band, country, Funk, reggae, r&b and soul as well 
as Pop and moderate Rock • Also excellently suited 
for acoustic and vocal-oriented music and Percussive 
playing with sticks, mallets, or hands • Very well suited 
for classical applications and swelling accents

souNd: dark, broad, complex, warm, smoky, oriental 
and sparkling with special emphasis on volume control, 
dynamics and stick feel.

RIDE
 Light ride 20"/22"

CRASh
 Thin Crash 16"/18"

hI-hAT
 Medium Light Hi-Hat 14"

SIGNATURE «DARK ENERGY» 
moderN souNd For JaZZ, FusioN & beyoNd

siNce: 2004
alloy: Proprietary signature bronze

aPPlicatioNs: Soft to medium loud settings • Live and 
recording • Jazz, Swing, Blues, Latin, R&B, Pop, Country, 
moderate Rock • Also excellently suitable for acoustic 
music and classical settings and mallet rolls

souNd: dark, multi-layered, warm, crisp and rich with 
special emphasis on control, projection, balance and 
comfort for supreme playing feel.

RIDE
 dark Energy ride MK I 20"/21"/22"
 dark Energy ride MK II 20"/21"/22"

CRASh
 dark Energy Crash MK I 16"/17"/18"/19"

hI-hAT
 dark Energy Hats MK I 14"

SPLASh
 dark Energy Splash MK I 8"/10"

SuPrEME SOuNd  
FOr MuSICAL ExCELLENCE

Forged from a proprietary bronze developed specifically  
for cymbals, handcrafted from start to finish by highly skilled Swiss 
craftsmen, conceived and executed according to uncompromising  

sound concepts, signature cymbals are instruments of unsurpassed 
quality for the discerning drummer’s quest for personal creativity  

and musical excellence.

«DARK ENERGY» RIDE mK I
A fusion of darkness, energy, projection 
and brilliance. Responsive feel, 
extremely controllable. Woody, silvery, 
spanky ping over crunchy, thriving wash. 
Extremely versatile, flexible ride for wide 
ranging application in modern blended 
music styles. 

«TRADITIONALS»
ThIN CRASh

 Dark, transparent, warm. Loose 
frequency range, very complex 

mix. Very sensitive, soft response 
and feel. Suitable for light ride 

playing in larger sizes.

«TRADITIONALS» LIGhT RIDE 
Dark, low, slightly trashy, sparkling. Loose frequency 
range, complex mix. Soft, buttery feel, very responsive and 
controllable. Great for supporting ride patterns with quick 
crash accents.

«DARK ENERGY» hATS mK I
Full, rich, energetic with a definite 

dark side. Crunchy, with a meaty bite. 
Extremely balanced, very responsive 

feel. Full dark, rich, shimmering, 
biting open/closed sound. Beautiful, 

fat, meaty, crisp, cutting chick 
sound. Fast, responsive, articulate 
with excellent feel and playability. 
An immensely versatile hi-hat that 

combines finesse and articulation with 
raw energy and cutting power.

JOHN dAvIS (uS)
# JESSICA ELbErT QuINTET

LEE LEvIN (uS)
# bArry GIbb

dAvId PALMEr (uS)
# rOd STEwArT

GEOrGE rECELI (uS)
# bOb dyLAN

STEvE JOrdAN 
# ErIC CLAPTON, THE vErbS
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 TICO TOrrES
& joe Dorosz

your drum tecH is Joe dorosZ. How loNg Have you beeN 
worKiNg togetHer Now aNd How did you FiNd Him?
About 8 years. It’s hard to find a guy who is your 'right hand' – 
basically an extension of you. when Joe came into my life, it was 
awesome. it was an immediate bond… like a caddy for a golfer. when 
something goes wrong – he’s on it and can fix it right away. It was 
a word of mouth thing to find him and he was available, which was 
great considering his past credits, including work with Fleetwood mac, 
whitney Houston & earth, wind and Fire. says Joe: «Funny enough, 
when Bon Jovi was first starting out, they were the opening act for a 
band i was working with called 38 special. so, we became acquainted 
back then. but jump ahead over 20 years later, the production 
manager for bon Jovi informed a buddy of mine about the drum tech 
gig but he was unavailable, so i was offered the job. it’s been great 
ever since.»

i remember wHeN Joe worKed witH micK Fleetwood. tico, 
talK about your eNdorsemeNt relatioNsHiP witH Paiste?
Paiste is a lifesaver, ‘cause of their consistency. years ago, i went to 
their factory and saw how they were made – just how meticulous they 
are. i loved that i could just order them and didn’t even have to listen 
to them after hearing them once, which made it so easy. you always 
know what you are getting. 

aNd your tecH is your maiN liaisoN to all your 
comPaNies tHat you eNdorse, correct?
yes – he’s great with people and has long-term relationships with all 
the a&r managers at each vendor. Joe is a natural when it comes to 
organization, preparation and having back-ups of everything. it’s like a 
parts manager in an auto shop. He not only knows the products but if 
something goes wrong, he knows how to fix it. Often, we’re traveling 
in pretty obscure places and if something goes wrong out there, he 
makes sure he has backups in case we get in a bind.

wHeN you First begaN worKiNg togetHer, did you guys 
sit dowN aNd review tHe setuP iN detail? did He tHeN maKe 
His owN Notes aNd maP tHiNgs out, Per your sPecs?
absolutely. and each tour as well, ‘cause things change yearly. the 
first thing he got down though was my tuning, which is probably the 

most important aspect of any tech. He tunes great and understands 
what i strive for. i give him a check-list for each show. i used to be a 
pilot, so i think like that and it assures that everything is show-ready 
before i get up there… even down to the simple things like snare’s on 
before the 1st song. but we both think alike, so it’s easy.  

beFore you Head out oN tour, does tHe baNd Have a 
certaiN reHearsal routiNe tHat tHey Follow?
Not really – it depends on where we’re going. most times, we’ll arrive 
at the venue of our first show and spend a week rehearsing before 
opening night. that includes music, production and lighting – all of it. 
and usually, it’s only 3 days. we’re not much of a rehearsal band and 
everyone does their homework beforehand.  

tHat’s really a QuicK turNarouNd! caN you recall a 
Past situatioN wHere sometHiNg weNt wroNg aNd it 
iNterruPted tHe sHow?  
Not really – cymbals will break, bass drum pedals – stuff like that and 
I’ll just move over and Joe fixes it quickly. The key is being in sync 
during the show, which Joe is great at. Joe: «it’s my job to make it 
as seamless and comfortable as possible. like tico said, the most 
important thing is tuning and i make sure everything is right. and Jon 
doesn’t talk much between songs, so they’ll do 5 or 6 songs back-to-
back, so it’s full throttle, right outta the gate. For tico, it’s like runnin’ 
a marathon!»

Joe, wHat are tHe imPortaNt sPare Parts you Have oN-
tHe-ready, For a sHow?
i have a spare hi-hat stand, an extra set of cymbals, bass drum pedal, 
snare heads, sticks and miscellaneous spare hardware parts. if you do 
the proper upkeep on the kit beforehand, you can pretty much avoid 
any serious issues during the show. tico: «i couldn’t be happier with 
Joe… he’s a great guy and been in my corner for a long time. He’s the 
ying in the yang!»

For more on tico and his various projects, you can visit 
www.rockstarbaby.com , www.walnutst.com, amazon conservation 
team - www.amazonteam.org and of course, www.bonjovi.com.

druMMEr ANd druM 
TECH – A CrEATIvE 
COLLAbOrATION
by all accounts, powerhouse Paiste artist tico torres has a lot going 
on - both on and off stage. since 1983, he’s been known as the 
drummer for bon Jovi, one of america’s most successful rock bands. 
as a young player, tico was a blues and Jazz fan and used to go see 
elvin Jones at New york’s village vanguard - he recalls memories of 
lighting Elvin’s cigarettes for him. It is also the place where he first met 
buddy rich and was offered a couple of cymbals that buddy no longer 
needed! He studied with Joe morello and listened to all kinds of music, 
including the latin grooves from his cuban heritage. all of this seeped 
in and helped develop his versatility, as well as his interest in different 
forms of artistic expression. aside from his mega-success as a world-

known drummer, Torres is also a prolific fine artist and has mastered 
many mediums including painting, works in bronze, ceramics and 
glass. His paintings have been said to be reminiscent of the german 
expressionist painters of the 30’s, as well as ranging from classical to 
abstract. as a father, tico found himself constantly in search of hip 
clothing for his son, finding plenty to choose from in multi-colors and 
pastels, but not much in the way of black, grey and white. Hence – he 
created a children’s clothing line called rock star baby. as he puts 
it: «traditional values with a Rock ‘n Roll edge». Drumming, fine art, a 
clothing design company and one can see why tico is a very busy guy. 

when it comes to his drums and all that goes with that part of his life, 
tico torres highly values the relationship and importance of choosing 
the right drum tech. with a schedule like his, he relies not only on his 
drums to be prepared, setup and tuned right every time he walks out 
on stage, but also appreciates his drum tech for his friendship, support 
and understanding of such a busy life. we talked to him about this and 
how it all works.

video - behind tico's kit with Joe dorosz

interview by rich mangicaro
Photos by sayre berman

CLOSE-uP
birtHday: october 7th, 1953
HometowN: New york
PlayiNg siNce: 12 years old
First drumKit: 1938 slingerland kit
First Paiste cymbals: 2002s
Heroes: #1 - elvin Jones, tony 
williams, mitch mitchell, Jon Hiseman, 
aynsley dunbar
Hobbies: art and environmental 
conservation
Fav movie: the godfather
Fav Food: roast Pork

CyMbAL SET (LEFT TO RIGhT)
feat. Paiste's colour sound coating in ebony

16" signature Power crash, 10" signature splash, 14" signature Heavy 
Hi-Hat, 18" signature Power crash, 16" signature Power crash, 

20" signature Power crash, 22" signature Power ride, 
20" 2002 china, 18" signature Power crash
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Jd bLAIr (uS)
# SHANIA TwAIN
«My joyful noise is generated thru the use of the Paiste 
Signature series. Whether in the studio, on the road, or at 
The Colosseum in Las Vegas, my cymbals always provide 
me with the sound schemes that allow me to regulate the 
groove.»

vOM rITCHIE (dE)
# dIE TOTEN HOSEN
«The Signature series is the best sounding line that I've 
ever used. The clarity and tone really cut through both live 
and in the studio. After using these for the last ten years I 
couldn't go back to playing anything else.»

rON TuTT (uS)
# NEIL dIAMONd, ELvIS PrESLEy
«The Signature line is consistently the line that I go for to 
cover all my playing situation needs. The 18" Signature 
Fast Crash is a particular favorite of mine.»

 SIGNATurE 
 & signature «refleCtor»

FACTS

siNce: 1989 & 2004
alloy: Proprietary signature bronze

aPPlicatioNs: Most volume settings • Live and 
recording • Wide range of music styles such as Pop, 
rock, Hard rock, Heavy metal, Funk, r&b, classic, 
avant-garde, big band, country, blues and gospel

souNd: musical, transparent, beautiful, rich, colorful, 
full, clear, expressive sound. the range of models 
features everything from particularly delicate, well 
balanced and sensitive to expressive, potent and 
powerful and projective qualities.

SIGNATURE
RIDE
 Full ride 20"
 blue bell ride 22"

CRASh
 Mellow Crash 16"/18"
 Fast Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"
 Full Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Power Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

hI-hAT
	Medium Hi-Hat 14"
 dark Crisp Hi-Hat 13"/14"
 Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASh
 Splash 6"/8"/10"/12"

ChINA
 Thin China 16"/18"
 Heavy China 18"

SPECIAL SOUNDS
 Flanger bell 12"
 Mega Cup Chime 13"
	Cool bell 8"

SIGNATURE «REFLECTOR»
RIDE
 Reflector Bell Ride 22"

CRASh
 Reflector Full Crash 16"/18"
 Reflector Heavy Full Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

hI-hAT
 Reflector Heavy Full Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASh 
 Reflector Splash 10"

SIGNATURE FULL RIDE
Medium bright, full, rich. Wide 
range, balanced mix. Even 
response with clear, silvery stick 
sound supported by full wash. 
Very musical, general purpose 
ride with big sound.

SIGNATURE
DARK CRISP hI-hAT

Fairly dark, full, crisp. Wide range, 
complex mix. Very responsive feel. 

Full, slightly dirty open sound. Crisp, 
strong chick sound. A very articulate 

and versatile hi-hat.

«REFLECTOR» hEAVY FULL CRASh
Bright, explosive, full, sparkling, warm. Even, giving 
feel with a powerful attack, sharp response and a nice 
sparkling fade. A strong, full, durable and cutting crash 
with radiant sound.

SIGNATURE 
POWER CRASh

Very bright, full, high pitched. 
Responsive, swelling attack with 

long fade, extremely cutting. Very 
well suited wherever strong, cutting, 

powerful crashes are needed.

SuPrEME SOuNd
FOr MuSICAL ExCELLENCE

series demo video!
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MIKKEy dEE (SE)
# MOTörHEAd

JOSH dEvINE (uK) 
# ONE dIrECTION

ErNIE durAwA (uS) 
# TExAS TOrNAdOS

LES FALCONEr (uS) 
# rObErT CrAy

JArEd FALK (CA)
# druMEO.COM

JOSH FrEESE (uS) 
# wEEZEr

IAN FrOMAN (uS) 
# METALwOOd

STEvE GOOLd (uS)
# OwL CITy

dONNy GruENdLEr (uS)
# rHETT FrAZIEr INC.

HENA HAbEGGEr (CH) 
# GOTTHArd

TIM IvANOv (ru) 
# INdEPENdENT

HArry JAMES (uK) 
# MAGNuM

FErNANdO JArAMILLO (uS)
# bETOS CuEvES

AbrAHAM JuArEZ (uS)
# GrACIELA bELTrAN

CHrIS KIMMErEr (uS) 
# TrAvIS rHETT

PAuL LEIM (uS)
# STudIO GrEAT

ALExANdEr MANyAKIN (ru)
# KIPELOv

LArry MuLLEN Jr. (IE) 
# u2

CArL PALMEr (uK)
# ASIA

TOSS PANOS (uS) 
# rObI drAKO rOSA

dAvIdE rAGAZZONI (IT)
# ANGELO brANduArdI

MArSHALL rICHArdSON (uS) 
# JOE dEE MESSINA

STEFAN SCHwArZMANN (dE) 
# ACCEPT

HArvEy SOrGEN (uS)
# FONdA/STEvENS GrOuP

NATHANIEL TOwNSLEy (uS)
# ALEJANdrO SANZ

CHAd wACKErMAN (uS) 
# JAMES TAyLOr

FrEd ELTrINGHAM (uS)
# SHEryL CrOw

dANNy yAMAMOTO (uS)
# HIrOSHIMA

ANdrEw ATKINSON (uS)
# GrEGOry POrTEr

bELA b (dE) 
# dIE ärZTE

SZILArd bANAI (Hu) 
# dJAbE

PEdrO bArCELO (ES) 
# INdEPENdENT

JOAO bArONE (br)
# PArALAMAS

JASON bOwLd (uK) 
# PITCHSHIFTEr

dEAN buTTErwOrTH (uS) 
# GOOd CHArLOTTE

MArIO CALIrE (uS) 
# OZOMATLI

dANNy CArEy (uS)
# TOOL

dOuG CLIFFOrd (uS) 
# CCr

Edu COMINATO (br) 
# rEMOvE SILENCE

JOHNNy dEE (dE) 
# dOrO

SIGNATurE SErIES artists
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 STEwArT
 COPELANd

TrENdSETTING 
rHyTHMATIST -  
dISTINGuISHEd  
COMPOSEr
in the history of the art of drumming, few names have not only 
influenced hundreds of thousands of other musicians but also, have 
actually paved new ways of playing. in a very elite class that includes 
names like bonham, rich, moon, williams and roach, the name stew-
art copeland absolutely belongs. stewart’s groundbreaking approach 
to rock music, infusing various world-beat rhythms into standard rock 
grooves, changed the way we all play, permanently.

born in america, but leaving by age two, copeland grew up in beirut, 
lebanon until his teenage years and then moved to london. as he be-
gan playing drums, he craved for anything from western culture, while 
being surrounded by local middle eastern sounds. little did he know 
then how much world music and rhythms would find their way into his 
playing later in life. In Stewart’s words, “It definitely seeped in and, 
much like the reggae rhythms that i later incorporated into the Police 
songs, arabic music often lands on three and leaves a void where one 
should be.” stewart’s interest in pushing-the-envelope of creativity 
continues with every project he involves himself with. For over twenty 
years, his cymbals have been the Paiste signature series. interesting 
that he would choose the trail-blazing series, created from an entirely 
new, never-before-used alloy.

your cHoice For cymbals For maNy years Has maiNly 
beeN ceNtered arouNd tHe sigNature series. wHy tHat 
series?
you know, it is a choice. over the years, they’ve sent me literally ev-
erything they make and they all have interesting applications. but my 
ears keep coming back to the signatures.

wHat about tHat series’ souNd attracts you?
there’s a crispness and a bite to them. it just works for my ears and 
the way i play. also, they made me a pair of 12" prototype hi-hats that 
i really love and do everything i feel a hi-hat should do. For me, with 
a smaller diameter hi-hat, you have the means for a larger vocabulary 
then with a larger diameter hat and, more control. every little thing you 
do on them speaks. i have drummers over here all the time, from Neil 
Peart to thomas lang and those hats blow them all away!

tHat’s sayiNg sometHiNg comiNg From someoNe wHo’s 
KNowN For sucH iNNovative Hi-Hat PlayiNg. wHat about 
tHe logo desigN oN your Paiste blue bell ride? does tHat 
origiNate From tHe Famed rHytHmatist greeN Flag tHat 
FouNd it’s way arouNd tHe world – aNotHer iNterestiNg 
story, by tHe way!
ah yes. maybe for another article, but yes – they come from the same 
place. i combined a shot of my favorite polo pony and of me on a 
donkey as the rhythmatist. made for a cool logo.

sPeaKiNg oF otHer drummers PayiNg visits to your stu-
dio, talK a bit about sacred grove.
that’s my studio’s name. what people might not know about me is 
that i’m a total gear-head… i’m really a roadie at heart. i spend my 
free time in my studio, wiring it up, so every square foot is close-
miked, routed, line-checked and ready to arm. i just open up my 
session and all the channels are there… the whole room is ready to re-
cord. and i have six cameras mounted as well, but it’s all very discreet 
and non-intimidating… that’s the hobby part for me. so, i’ll have my 
buddies come by, like Neil Peart, danny carey, thomas lang, snoop 
lion (formally snoop dogg), taylor Hawkins, Primus & stanley clarke, 
to name a few. we have a jam, the cameras are rolling and we all have 
a good time. it’s 100 percent raw, live and completely improve. later, i 
cut up these jams into little movies and in that process, i edit the music 
and film and that’s when the pieces take on a more composed path. 
then during the playback, i’ll put more instruments in their hands to 
overdub and it takes yet another musical turn. and again, because of 
the way i’ve locked off the cameras, i can then edit it later to have the 
same musician in different locations in the studio in the final cut. It’s a 
really fun way to create a film. These can be viewed on my You Tube 
channel, which is called stewartcopeland.net. 

wHat a FaNtastic idea aNd great way to see you aNd otH-
er amaZiNg Players create sPoNtaNeous music! wHat’s 
comiNg uP For you, drummiNg wise?
i’m actually learning music to perform with an orchestra over in Nor-
way, with a band called athana. so i’m learning their charts right now. 

caN you talK a bit about your PercussioN eNsemble 
you’ve receNtly writteN, sooN to Premiere iN loNdoN?
ah yes. my old boarding school in summerset, england commissioned 
me to write a piece, which i called «Jumping the rhynes» (pro-
nounced reens). the rhynes are these irrigation ditches which were 
constructed in the times of King arthur and while at my horseback rid-
ing school in the winter, as sort of a rite of passage, they would drag 
us down there to jump over them… it was terrifying! but we all learned 
to face our demons.

are you goiNg to PerForm as well?
unfortunately, i’m not even going to be there for the premiere – the 
timing just didn’t work out, but it’ll go on my repertoire and my 
publishers will then flag it. I also recently acquired the rights to adapt 
the 1925 silent film production of Ben Hur. It’s the most unbelievably 
huge spectacle with thousands of background actors and no cgi 
back then, so they actually had to build the ships and props – just an 
enormous scale. The film was originally 2 hours and 40 minutes long, 
which i have cut down to 90 minutes and i'll use the music that i wrote 
for a ben Hur area production. i will perform this one on drums, with 
an orchestra in the pit and the movie playing. this is slated for 2014, 
as they book these things way ahead of time.

iNcredible! i’d love to see tHat. you’ve also receNtly 
comPosed tHe music For aN oPera based oN tHe writiNgs 
oF edgar allaN Poe called “tell tale Heart”, wHicH will 
Premiere iN loNg beacH caliForNia iN may. maNy KNow you 
For your Film comPositioNs – talK about tHe diFFereNces 
betweeN writiNg For Film aNd oPera? oPera is wall-to-
wall music, rigHt?
yes it is. it’s the ultimate experience for a composer. Film is the direc-
tor’s medium. television is all about the writer. with opera, it’s the 
composer, which of course is very attractive. the drawback is that 
nobody wants to hear it. the good news is that you get to be lord of 
the universe… the bad news is that it’s a very tiny universe. one way 
to end a conversation is to say, «Hey, i’m writing an opera!»

yeaH but comiNg From you, i’m sure tHis oPera will Have 
some very iNterestiNg music aNd will attract more tHaN 
Just tHe tyPical oPera FaN!

For more info on stewart’s many 
upcoming projects and creations, 
please check out 

www.stewartcopeland.net

interview by rich mangicaro
Photos by rob shanahan

CLOSE-uP
birtHday: July 16th, 2003
HometowN: los angeles
PlayiNg siNce: oK, 1959
First drumKit: Premier 
baby blue 
First Paiste cymbals: 
hmmm...
Heroes: mitch mitchell, 
ginger baker, buddy rich, 
max roach, Joe morello, John 
bonham
Hobbies: old instruments, 
studio craft
Fav movie: life of brian
Fav Food: Puppies

CyMbAL SET (LEFT TO RIGhT)
14" 2002 Flanger splash, 12" twenty Prototype Hi-Hat, 8" signature bell, 18" 

signature Fast crash, 8" signature splash, 10" signature splash, 16" signature 
Full crash, 17" signature Fast crash, 22" signature blue bell ride,

 18" 2002 Flatride, 18" signature Full crash
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 2002 series
LEGENdAry SOuNd FOr 

rOCK & bEyONd
The legendary cymbals that defined the sound of generations

 of drummers since the early days of rock. the present 
2002 is built on the foundation of the original classic 

cymbals and is expanded by modern sounds for 
today’s progressive popular music. 

FACTS
siNce: 1971
alloy: cusn8 bronze, also known as «2002 bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Medium soft to very loud settings • Live 
and recording • Classic Rock, Blues, Punk, Hard Rock, 
Heavy metal & most modern metal styles, crossover, 
country rock, ska, rockabilly, Funk, r&b, soul, gospel 
and modern hybrids rooted in those styles

souNd: brilliant, clear, warm, strong, musical and very 
precise with high energy levels and powerfully reliable 
projection.

RIDE
	ride 20"/22"/24"
	Heavy ride 20"/22"
	Power ride 20"/22"
	big ride 24"
	Giga bell ride 18"

CRASh
	Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"
	Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20"/22"/24"
	Medium 16"/18"/20"
	Power Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
	wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

hI-hAT
	Medium Hi-Hat 14"
	Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
	wild Hats 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 13"/14"/15"

SPLASh
	Splash 8"/10"/12"
	wild Splash 10"

ChINA
	China Type 16"/18"/20"
	Novo China Type 18"/20"
	wild China 19"

SPECIAL SOUNDS
	Accent Cymbal 4"/6"/8"
	Cup Chime 5"/5.5"/6"/6.5"/7"/7.5"/8"
	bell Chime 6"

RIDE
Warm, full, lively, brilliant. Wide 
range, clean mix. Even, balanced 
feel. Clear defined ping over full, 
clear wash. Versatile general 
purpose ride. Extremely classic 
rock ride sound.

WILD hATS
 Wild, metallic, icy, dark, full and 
piercing. Very responsive, giving 

feel. Very wild, roaring open 
sound. Sharp, dark and cutting 
stick sound. A very strong and 

powerful, yet sensitive hi-hat that 
is well suited for today's Rock 

and Metal genres.

hEAVY RIDE
Bright, full, warm, energetic. Fairly heavy feel. Strong, 
defined ping over, full, warm, slightly dark wash. Well 
suited for louder playing.

ThIN CRASh
Medium bright, full, silvery, breathy. 
Soft, giving, very responsive feel. A 

sturdy thin crash with a rich, cutting 
character. Perfect for patterned playing 

and filling sound spaces in minimal 
instrumentation.

MICHAEL MILEy (uS)
# rIvAL SONS

IAN PAICE (uK)
# dEEP PurPLE

MATT THOMAS (uK)
# THE JOy FOrMIdAbLE

CHrIS THOMPSON (uS)
# ELI yOuNG bANd

JErry GASKILL (uS)
# KINGS x

ChINA
Medium bright, full, exotic, 

fairly trashy. Responsive,
full sounding crash, complex, 

trashy ride. The definitive 
classic rock china sound.

series demo video!
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PATrICK
CArNEy

the 2013 grammy awards were all about a phenomenon from akron, 
ohio - an american rock band called the black Keys. emerging over 
10 years ago from humble beginnings and extreme focus, founding 
members dan auerbach and Paiste drummer Patrick carney started 
like many do, recording their own records, touring and building a loyal 
underground following. Now, seven records later, their latest release 
«el camino» took home a whopping three grammys including best 
rock Performance, best rock song and the big one – best rock 

album. Quite an accomplishment for two guys from a small town who 
traveled in different circles and, if not for the encouragement from a 
mutual friend, may have never even met. these two entirely different 
personalities have combined to create some of today’s freshest 
sounds, all while managing to remain true to their blues-rock roots. 
From his early influences came Carney’s love for the vintage sounds 
found in Paiste’s giant beat and 2002 series… the same cymbals 
used by his favorite drummers who first inspired him to play.

CLOSE-uP
birtHday: april 15th, 1980
HometowN: akron, ohio
PlayiNg siNce: since age 15
First drumKit: 60s red sparkle Pearl
First Paiste cymbals: 2002s
Heroes: John bonham, John drumbo 
French (captain beefheart), bill ward
Hobbies: cooking 
Fav movie: dr. strangelove
Fav Food: baked chicken

TAKING PAISTE’S VINTAGE SOUNDS 
TO ThE GRAmmYS – aND BeYOND

interview by rich mangicaro
Photo by david wolff 

First oF all, Huge coNgratulatioNs oN wiNNiNg tHree 
grammys tHis year!
oh thanks. Performing on the grammys was probably the scariest 
thing i’ve ever had to do. it was a really long day… we arrived at 
9am and didn’t leave there until 8pm. but, yes – we’re very thankful.  

PatricK, your cHoice oF cymbals reFlects your maiN 
iNFlueNce as a drummer – JoHN boNHam. talK about 
tHat a bit.
For me, the two companies were always Paiste and ludwig – which 
is what bonham played. i’ve always said that led Zeppelin’s drum 
sound is something that everyone should strive for. i favor their 1st 
two albums. what i like about the Paiste sound is that it has less 
mid-range and stays out of the way of the drums. i like to record 
with the giant beats and then switch to the 2002s for live use. For 
me, i get the results i need for recording and for live with these two 
series and they compliment our music in both situations. the 2002s 
are louder but never harsh and i can play harder with them. the 
giant beats are thinner and have a dark brilliance to them which i 
think record really well. they’re like a rock ‘n roll version of a 50s 
«K»… they have a classy sound to them.

tHat’s a great descriPtioN. aNd boNHam used tHe giaNt 
beats oN tHeir classic First album.
i love the 24" giant beat ride and 20" crashes. on our last two 
records, after i laid down my drum tracks, i’d overdub the crashes 
– which allowed us to really focus on the quality and characteristics 
of the crash’s sound range. How i did that was i tracked my drum 
parts without the cymbals on the stands and then, overdub just the 
crashes on another pass. and we only use 3 mics when we track 
drums – kick, snare and overhead. It took us a while to figure out 
that less is more with miking and this seems to work really well, not 
only for our recordings, but for other projects i play on. i think the 
key to getting a good drum sound is the overhead and not to place 
the mic too high. if you look at photos of old beatles recordings, 
you’ll see the overhead basically right in front of ringo’s face – 
which is what i do. also, all of our drum tracks for the past 2 albums 
are recorded completely mono.

really? tHat’s very iNterestiNg aNd i’m sure will 
PromPt our readers to taKe aNotHer listeN to tHe 
records witH tHat iN miNd. PatricK, you Have aN uNcle 
wHo Played witH tom waits. was He a mucH oF aN 
iNFlueNce oN you wHeN you were youNg?
yes - my uncle ralph… he’s an amazing horn player and worked 
for tom waits for about 10 years. if it weren’t for my uncle, i’m sure 
i wouldn’t be playing music today. when i was young, i asked my 
dad about him and would go over to my grandparent’s house… i’d 
sneak into my uncle’s bedroom and listen to Pharoah sanders and 
all kinds of crazy stuff. He was one of the coolest people i’ve ever 
met and really set me on a path to becoming obsessed with music.  

so wHat’s comiNg uP For you guys Now, aFter all tHe 
grammy excitemeNt? 
we’re in the studio right now working on another record and have 
some shows mixed in here and there. there are some festivals in 
south america and a tour in may, which includes Jazz Fest in New 
orleans. after all that, we’re off until the fall.

well, tHaNK you PatricK For your time today – i KNow 
Paiste is very HaPPy to Have you iN tHeir artist Family.
thank you. you know, Paiste has been with me ever since the band 
started becoming successful… so maybe it’s all in the cymbals!

For more information on Patrick and the black Keys, please visit 
www.theblackkeys.com

CyMbAL SET (LEFT TO RIGhT)
14" giant beat Hi-Hat, 18" giant beat multi, 
22" 2002 ride, 18" 2002 crash
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FrANK bEArd (uS)
# ZZ TOP

rAFAEL dOLINSKI (br) 
# QuEbrA-CAbECA

rOGEr EArL (uS) 
# FOGHAT

SEAN FuLLEr (uS) 
# FLOrIdA GEOrGIA LINE

NIGEL GLOCKLEr (uK)
# SAxON

ALEx GONZALEZ (Mx)
# MANA

IAN HAuGLANd (SE) 
# EurOPE

bErNd HErMANN (dE)
# SöHNE MANNHEIMS

dAvId LAuSEr (uS)
# SAMMy HAGAr

GAS LIPSTICK (SE) 
# HIM

ANdrE MArCIO (br) 
# EMINENCE

SErGIO MASCIOTrA (Ar) 
# LA CArGO

JuKKA NEvALAINEN (FI)
# NIGHTwISH

IAN PAICE (uK) 
# dEEP PurPLE

JEFFrEy PErKINS (uS) 
# PAuL THOrN bANd

PHIL rudd (NZ)
# AC/dC

STEvE SINATrA (uS)
# HuNTEr HAyES

CHrIS TyrrELL (uS)
# LAdy ANTEbELLuM

FrANKLIN vANdErbILT (uS) 
# LENNy KrAvITZ

FLO wEbEr (dE)
# SPOrTFrEuNdE STILLEr

Jace mcdonald, tim shahady

2002 SErIES artists
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GIANT bEAT series
vINTAGE rOCK SOuNd

these venerable cymbals – developed during the 
1960’s rapid expansion of popular music – were 

faithfully recreated and re-launched by Paiste
 in 2005. giant beat cymbals offer the big,

 warm, brilliant vintage sound that
 takes you straight back

 to the roots of rock.

FACTS

siNce: 1967 (reintroduced in 2005)
alloy: cusn8 bronze, also known as «2002 bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Soft to loud settings • Live and 
recording • Blues, Rock ’n’ Roll, Beat Music, Rock, 
country

souNd: bright and warm with a multilayered, full, dark, 
glassy splendid presence and a wonderfully loose, lively 
and big feel.

CRASh
	Thin 18"/20" 

mULTI
	Giant beat 18"/20"/24"

hI-hAT
	Hi-Hat 14"/15"

mULTI
Mellow, yet cutting and 
powerful. Fairly wide range, 
slightly complex mix. A 
distinctive silvery breath over 
a big, soft layered wash. Very 
responsive and giving feel. A 
classic thin crash, perfectly 
suited for today's new beat/
pop/rock music.

ThIN 
Fairly dark, warm, breathy. Soft feel; 

very responsive. A dynamic, full 
and velvety crash cymbal for a wide 

range of musical styles. Also well-
suited for mallet applications.

hI-hAT
Mellow, warm, yet brilliant with a hissing shimmer. Medium range 
and fairly clean mix. Warm, light and woody open sound, paired 
with a well defined, soft chick-sound. A very classic hi-hat for 
multi-purpose application in different musical genres.

wALLy dE bACKEr (Au)
# GOTyE
«I like the fact that the Giant Beats are all 
multi-cymbals. You can get a good bell 
sound, ping precisely but also wash on 
them really nicely.»

LEA SHAPIrO (uS)
# bLACK rEbEL MOTOrCyCLE CLub
«I used the 18" and 20" Giant Beat Multi and the 24" Ride 
on the new BRMC record. They all record great and sound 
amazing live. The 24" ride is my favorite cymbal. It adds 
the perfect vibe to any song from our darker bluesy stuff to 
the more spacey psychedelic songs.»

ErIC SLICK (uS)
# dr. dOG
«I love everything in the Giant Beat family but if I had to 
pick a desert island cymbal, I'd have to go with the 24" 
Ride. It's loud, dark, and rich - but never too abrasive. It 
sits perfectly in the mix and engineers tell me it's the best 
ride cymbal they've ever heard.»
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JOrdAN burNS (uS)
# STruNG OuT
«I can always count on my RUDE cymbals 
to cut through with precision sound. They 
are the perfect cymbal for loud punk rock 
music whether playing live or in the studio.»

TOMMy ALdrIdGE (uS)
# wHITESNAKE 
«Paiste's RUDE cymbals have always been one of my 
favorites. The 19" Thin is a viscous piece of armament. It’s 
dry but fast and with more cut/attack that any drummer 
could want. Treat yourself and add a couple to the arsenal.»

NICK PIErCE (uS)
# uNEArTH
«The RUDEs never fail to cut through the mix, their massive 
amount of presence delivers on every hit. The 20" RUDE 
Power Ride is my staple ride. It’s got that dirty and organic 
bell tone I love while maintaining that consistent ping you'd 
expect from a metal ride.»

rudE series
THE OrIGINAL PuNK & 

METAL SOuNd
These definitely different cymbals were inspired by the revolution 

of punk and metal during the late 1970s. rude continues to be the 
leading choice of sound for raw, merciless  

and powerful musical energy  
in rock, metal, and  

Punk.

FACTS
siNce: 1980
alloy: cusn8 bronze, also known as «2002 bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: Medium loud to extremely loud • Live 
and recording • Punk, Heavy Metal, Hard Rock, Rock/
metal crossover styles & derivatives, and contemporary 
styles rooted in/or similar to those styles

souNd: raw, metallic, powerful, lively, sparkling, bright, 
icy and energetic with heavy mid-range harmonics and 
powerful, cutting characteristics.

RIDE
	ride/Crash 20"
	Power ride 20"
	Mega Power ride 24"

CRASh
	Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
	Crash/ride 16"/17"/18"/19"
	wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

hI-hAT
	Hi-Hat 14"
	wild Hats 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASh 
	Splash 10"

ChINA
	China 18"/20"
	Novo China 18"/20"
 wild China 16"/18"/20"

POWER RIDE
Fairly bright, metallic, raw, full, 
energetic, cutting. Fairly narrow 
range, complex mix. Heavy feel, 
strong, loud ping over controlled, 
raw, full wash, piercing, loud bell. 
For extreme ride playing.

hI-hAT
Medium bright, raw, full, 

energetic. Heavy, full feel. 
Raw, full, loud open sound. 

Tight, full, cutting chick sound. 
Versatile, all-round hi-hat for 

loud playing.

WILD CRASh
Very energetic and powerful, metallic, 

hissing. Very responsive, giving feel. 
Very well suited for crash/ride patterns. 

Strong, sturdy, loud crash for aggressive 
playing styles in loud and extreme 

musical genres.

NOVO ChINA
Bright, silky, metallic, full, slightly trashy and very powerful. Comfortable, 

responsive and somewhat soft feel. Exotic type of china that also offers the 
sound and function of a crash cymbal. Its unique shape makes both the bell and 
downward turned china edge accessible at once. Provides a strong, sizzling and 

deep layered china sound that is perfectly suited for any styles of Rock music and 
for other unique applications and percussive settings.
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ErIC ArCE (uS)
# THE MISFITS

MArKO ATSO (EE) 
# METSATöLL

CHArLIE bENANTE (uS) 
# ANTHrAx

FELIx bOHNKE (dE) 
# EdGuy

ELOy CASAGrANdE (br)
# SEPuLTurA

dANTE (uK) 
# vENOM

JON dETTE (uS)
# INdEPENdENT

MICHAEL EHrÉ (dE)
# uLI JON rOTH

GOrdAN HECKAMAN (uS)
# POwErMAN 5000

HOrGH (NO)
# IMMOrTAL

INFErNO (PL)
# bEHEMOTH

PIOTr KOZIErAdZKI (PL)
# rIvErSIdE

dAvE LOMbArdO (uS)
# SLAyEr

NOrMAN LONHArd (dE)
# TrIPTyKON

ZAC MAyFIELd (uS) 
# OH' SLEEPEr

KyLE PrOFETA (uS)
# COMEbACK KIdS

MArKy rAMONE (uS)
# THE rAMONES

CArLOS rEGALAdO (uS)
# bONdEd by bLOOd

EdO SALA (IT)
# FOLKSTONE

MATT THOMPSON (uS) 
# KING dIAMONd

rudE SErIES artistsrudE wilD China

rAw ENErGy

rude is the synonym for powerful, cutting and energetic sounds. 
once developed for Punk and Heavy metal, the rude series was 
the first cymbal purposely not lathed generating maximum volume. 
their ever increasing popularity continues today, hence Paiste 
expands the program with three new models which were developed 
in close collaboration with Metal drumming-icon Joey Jordison.

the 16", 18" and 20" rudE wild Chinas cut with an extremely 
aggressive attack thru the loudest environments. the sound 
character is raw, metallic and wild. compared to the classic rude 
chinas, the roaring crash sound of the wild models is dryer and 
even more untamed. rude wild chinas reach higher dynamic levels 
and offer an added essential sound color for loud drummers. 

NEW
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ArTIST INSPIrATION Cymbals

STEwArT COPELANd (uS)
# THE POLICE

 Dry, slightly dark, raw, melodic. Heavy yet controllable feel. A clear, glassy 
ping over a dry and slightly dark, harmonic layer of wash. Very distinctive, 

tight and deep bell. Well suited for all types of musical styles that require clear 
stick work and a strong bell. 

JOHN dOLMAyAN (uS)
# SySTEM OF A dOwN

Bright, full, warm, deep, somewhat dry, powerful. Heavy 
response, very balanced feel. Clear, cutting stick sound over 

big, full wash. Extremely loud, cutting ride with an enormous, 
big, loud and deep sounding bell. 

NICKO McbrAIN (uK)
# IrON MAIdEN
Fairly dark, full, controlled, glassy, shimmering. Very comfortable feel 
with a clear, full ping over a large, deep harmonic wash. This ride 
cymbal is extremely well suited for intricate stick work that calls for a 
strong bell in all types of Rock based music.

ALEx vAN HALEN (uS)
# vAN HALEN

Full, silky, powerful, deep. Responsive, soft feel with powerful 
attributes. Somewhat papery stick sound with a glassy undertone 

over fairly dark and cloudy wash. Very versatile ride cymbal with 
good crash-ability for classic rock music applications. 

JOHN «Jr» rObINSON (uS)
# SESSION GrEAT

Full, rich, powerful, energetic. Very controllable and responsive 
feel. A clean, glassy stick over a big, deep layered wash with a 

touch of darkness. This is a big cymbal for big beats. 

ANdrÉ «dÉdÉ» CECCArELLI (Fr)
# JAZZ LEGENd
Soft, warm, papery, airy. Very light feel. Silky, sweet stick sound over 
smooth airy wash with a touch of brilliance. A perfect ride for jazz 
and any jazz related styles of music. 

NduGu CHANCLEr (uS)
# SESSION GrEAT
Fairly bright, rich, open, warm. Even, controllable feel with quick 
response. Crisp, clear stick sound over a rich, warm wash. All-purpose 
ride cymbal suitable for a broad range of musical styles.«The Eclipse»

rudE 24" Mega Power ride
«rosie»

Twenty Masters Collection 22" Crisp ride

«The bluebird»
Twenty Masters Collection 20" Sweet ride

«The Signature Groove»
Twenty Masters Collection 24" deep ride

AQuILES PrIESTEr (br)
# HANGAr
Very bright, glassy, slightly dry, cutting, metallic. Somewhat heavy, but controllable feel. Clear, 
glassy ping over bell-like wash. Extremely cutting, loud bell with dark undertone. Extraordinary 
ride, suited particularly for defined playing on the bell in various musical styles.

«The Psychoctopus»
2002 18" Giga bell ride

«The rhythmatist»
Signature 22" blue bell ride

«The reverend Al’s»
2002 24" big ride

«The Powerslave»
Signature 22" Reflector Bell Ride
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MATT byrNE (uS)
# HATEbrEEd
«My Alpha Metal Ride is the perfect ride 
cymbal to accompany the RUDE crashes in 
my set up. It's a heavy cymbal... perfect for 
playing heavy metal!! It has the strong, loud 
ping that I prefer to cut through the already 
strong personalities of my other cymbals.»

ruSS GILbrOOK (uK)
# urIAH HEEP
«I play the Alpha series cymbals, because they are the 
Formula 1 of Rock 'n Roll! »

COAdy wILLIS & dALE CrOvEr (uS)
# THE MELvINS
Coady Willis: «I love my Alpha Rock Hi Hats! They project over 
full blast bass and guitar distortion with ease and have a full, 
warm sound.» 

Dale Crover: «I love my Alpha cymbals! I've been using them for 
live gigs on the road, as well as in the recording studio. They've 
been versatile in both situations. I've added the Swiss Crash to 
my set up and really like the cutting sound I get from it.»

ALPHA series
THE SMArT CHOICE FOr 

SErIOuS SOuNd
modern high energy cymbals manufactured using top-notch hi-tech processes, 

enhanced by traditional hand hammering, and hand polished to a mirror perfect finish 
for unsurpassed quality, first class sound and musicality.

FACTS
siNce: 1991 (completely revamped in 2006 & 2010)
alloy: cusn8 bronze, also known as «2002 bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: All volume settings • Live and recording 
• Rock, Metal, Pop, Country, Latin, R&B and general use 
in a variety of music styles

souNd: bright, crisp, energetic, powerful, and cutting 
with clarity, warmth, and tonal definition.

RIDE
	Full ride 20"
	rock ride 20"/22"
	Metal ride 20"

CRASh
	Thin Crash 16"/18"
	Medium Crash 16"/18"
	rock Crash 16"/17"/18"/20"
	Metal Crash 17"/18"/20"
	Thin Swiss Crash 18"
	Medium Swiss Crash 18"

hI-hAT
	Medium Hats 14"
	rock Hats 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
	Metal Edge Hats 14"

SPLASh
 Thin Splash 8"/10"
	Metal Splash 10"/12"

ChINA
	China 16"
 rock China 18"

mEDIUm SWISS CRASh
Aggressive, bright, energetic, 
trashy. Medium range, complex 
mix. Responsive feel, explosive 
attack. Powerful, cutting effect 
cymbal for exotic accents. Also a 
good cymbal for noisy crash riding 
at higher volume level.

ROCK hATS
Fairly bright with a dark touch, full, 
warm and clear. Heavy, giving feel. 

Explosive, clear and open sound with a 
meaty and cutting chick. Very forceful, 
rich hi-hat for wide application in many 

musical genres.

ROCK CRASh
Very bright, full, glassy, and shimmering. Fairly giving feel. Very 
strong, cutting, and sturdy crash cymbal for louder playing in the 
heavier music genres. Standard rock type crash cymbal.

ThIN SPLASh
Bright, silvery, short, full. Fast 

attack followed by a quickly 
fading and sizzling decay. Very 

responsive feel. A very dynamic, 
universal splash cymbal for 

multi-purpose application in 
most styles.

ROCK ChINA
Bright, full, aggressive with 

a trashy edge. Very loud 
and aggressive attack and 

explosive shatter. Very 
strong and powerful china 

cymbal for all musical 
applications in louder 

playing styles.

series demo video!
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«if sound was a color 
these cymbals would be 
a supercharged rainbow. 

Hit ‘em, hear ‘em and
 feel the joy!»

since Nicko mcbrain joined the british top metal band iron maiden almost 30 years 
ago, he has been respected worldwide as one of most celebrated and influential rock 
drummers. His long standing loyalty and dedication moved Paiste to honor Nicko with 
a special «boomer» edition of the successful alpha series, which will satisfy not only 
die-hard Nicko fans. The Boomer cymbals sound concept is clearly defined: Rock, Hard  
rock and classic Heavy metal.

AvAILAbLE MOdELS
14" BOOMer haTS
16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20" BOOMer CraSh
22" BOOMer riDe
18" BOOMer ChiNa
12" BOOMer SPlaSh

bOOMEr SET
14" boomer Hats 

18" boomer crasH
22" boomer ride

INCLudES FrEE 
12" bOOMEr SPLASH

NICKO McbrAIN
bOOMEr CyMbALS

bLACK ALPHA
JOEy JOrdISON
«HyPEr» SET
14" hYPer haTS / 16" hYPer CraSh / 
20" hYPer riDe

INCLudES FrEE 
10" HyPEr SPLASH

Joey Jordison entered the hearts and minds of the world-wide head banger community as drummer and co-
songwriter of Slipknot and thanks to his ultra fast grooves and thunderous fills, Joey is one of the most popular 
and distinctive personalities in today’s modern metal scene. Paiste honors Joey’s passion for eccentric and unique 
cymbal designs with a special edition in its Alpha series which are both a visually and sonically close fit to Joey’s 
current slipknot touring set. made of Paiste’s 2002 bronze (cusn8), the bright sounding and rather heavy black 
alphas cut through the loudest metal music.

AvAILAbLE MOdELS
14" BlaCk alPha jj hYPer haTS

16" | 17" | 18" BlaCk alPha jj hYPer CraSh
20" BlaCk alPha jj hYPer riDe

18" BlaCk alPha jj hYPer ChiNa
10" BlaCk alPha jj hYPer SPlaSh
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ALPHA SErIES artists

AdAM KrONSHAGAN (uS)
# ICON FOr HIrE

PAN dE LONG (CN) 
# NICKrIS brOTHErS

MIKE LuCE (uS)
# drOwNING POOL

lux (uS) 
# NEKrOMANTIx

rICKy MACHAdO (br)
# GLOrIA

SIMON McKAy (CA)
# THE AGONIST 

IvANN MICHEL (uS)
# PASTILLA

OrFEAS (Gr) 
# SuICIdAL ANGELS

ANGELO PArENTE (uS)
# MOTIONLESS IN wHITE

 JANNE PArvIAINEN (FI)
# ENSIFEruM

TOMMy POrTIMO (FI)
# SONATA ArCTICA

EMEdIN rIvErA (uS) 
# INdEPENdENT

brAd rObErTS (uS) 
# GwAr

JOHN SHErMAN (uS)
# rEd FANG

JErEMy SPENCEr (uS) 
# 5FdP

dANIL SvETLOv (ru)
# AMATOry

FErNANdA TErrA (br) 
# NErvOSA

SCOTT THOMAS (uS) 
# PArMALEE

SONNy TrEMbLEy (CA)
# burN HALO

dAvE wITTE (uS)
# MuNICIPAL wASTE

STEvE ASHEIM (uS)
# dEICIdE

OLIVER BECK (DE)
# MOTORJESUS

ELIAS MALLIN (uS)
# KE$HA

rONNIE bErGErSTAL (SE) 
# GrAvE

dAN bOurKE (uS)
# STrAy FrOM THE PATH

JOHN CLArdy (uS) 
# TErA MELOS

CHrIS dALLEy (uS) 
# THE IMPLANTS

Ed duTTON (uK) 
# rOLO TOMASSI

MArLIN ETTOrE (dE)
# [TrAP.]

bLAKE FErrIS (uS) 
# STEALING AxION

JOb (Fr) 
# TAGAdA JONES

PETEr KNAuSZ (Hu)
# THOrNwILL
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PST 8 rEFLECTOr series

Pst 8 cymbals are crafted from the legendary 2002 
bronze, refined through traditional hand hammering 
and perfected with the unique handmade Reflector 

finish. These hallmarks of Swiss workmanship 
make the Pst 8 cymbals pure Paiste 

instruments, yet they are as attractively 
priced as the other successful 

Paiste sound technology series. 

FACTS

siNce: 2012
alloy: cusn8 bronze, also known as «2002 bronze»

aPPlicatioNs: All volume settings • Live and casual 
recording • Entire range of music styles

souNd: bright, clean, full, focused, cutting and 
energetic with clarity, warmth, and tonal definition.

RIDE
	Medium ride 20"
	rock ride 20"/22"

CRASh
	Medium Crash 16"/18"
	rock Crash 16"/17"/18"

hI-hAT
	Medium Hats 14"
	rock Hats 14"
	Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASh
	Thin Splash 10"
	rock Splash 10"

ChINA
	China 16"
	rock China 18"

CAJON
	Cajon Hats 12"
	Cajon Crash 16"

SETS
rock Effects Pack (10/18)
rock Set (14/16/20)
universal Set (14/16/20)
Cajon Set (12/16)

mEDIUm RIDE
Bright, full and warm. 
Balanced feel. Clear ping 
with clean, shimmering wash. 
A versatile ride cymbal for a 
wide musical range.

mEDIUm hATS
Refined and warm with a deep 

touch. Balanced feel. Rich, 
controllable open sound with a 

defined, solid chick sound. Versatile 
hi-hat for all-around playing in a 

wide range of musical applications.

ROCK CRASh
Bright, energetic, powerful. Fairly giving feel with explosive attack. 
Sturdy, massive crash for loud music genres.

ThIN SPLASh
Bright, explosive, clear. Fast, 

giving attack with even decay. 
Fairly strong, assertive splash 

for louder musical applications.

CAJON hATS
Bright, crisp. Fast, 

responsive feel. Clear, 
defined open sound. 

Strong, tight chick sound. 
Articulate, dry hi-hat, well 

suited for percussionists or 
drummers in acoustic 

styles. Also fitting as an 
auxiliary hi-hat.

CAJON CRASh
Medium bright, warm, mellow. Soft feel, 
extremely responsive, fast fading. A 
low, quick crash cymbal matched to the 
dry, woody sound of cajons. Well suited 
for playing with hands, brushes, rods, 
mallets or light drum sticks. 

series demo video!

cajon cymbals 
demo video!
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Rob Rowland

PST 5 & PST 3 series

FACTS
PST 5
siNce: 2005
alloy: cusn8 bronze
aPPlicatioNs: All volume settings • Live playing • 
entire range of music styles
souNd: bright, clean, full, focused, cutting and 
energetic with full functional and musical characteristics.

RIDE 
	Medium ride 20"
	rock ride 20"

CRASh
	Thin Crash 14"/16"/18"
	Medium Crash 16"/17"/18"
	rock Crash 16"/18"
	Crash/ride 18"

hI-hAT
	Medium Hats 14"
	rock Hats 14"

SPLASh
	Splash 8"/10"

ChINA
	Mini China 14"
	China 16"/18"

SETS
Essential Set (13/18) & (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
rock Set (14/16/20)
universal Set (14/16/20)

PST 3 
siNce: 2005
alloy: ms63 brass
aPPlicatioNs: All volume settings • Live playing • 
entire range of music styles
souNd: bright, clean, powerful with fundamental 
functional and musical characteristics.

RIDE
	ride 20"

CRASh
	Crash 14"/16"
	Crash/ride 18"

hI-hAT
	Hi-Hat 13"/14"

SPLASh
	Splash 10"

ChINA
	China 18"

SETS
Essential Set (13/18) & (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
universal Set (14/16/20)

SOuNd FuSION OF 
QuALITy ANd vALuE

the fusion of swiss cymbal sound know-how with german  
hi-tech expertise. Pst cymbals represent a breakthrough combination 

of quality and value, and convince with superior sound and 
appearance.

ROCK CRASh
Bright, full, energetic. Heavy, explosive feel. 
Massive crash with cutting power and projection. 
Well suited for higher volume musical settings. 
Well suited for crash/ride type playing patterns.

mEDIUm hATS
Very energetic, cutting and 

defined with good overall 
responsive feel. Fairly wide range, 

clean mix with a nice layer of 
warmth. A very solid hi-hat for 

all-purpose Rock settings.

PST 5 mEDIUm RIDE
Bright, full, warm. Even, balanced 
feel. Clear ping over controlled, 
clean wash. Versatile ride for a 
wide range of musical application.

mEDIUm CRASh
Full, energetic and powerful. 

Even, responsive feel. Very 
versatile and musical crash for 

multi-purpose playing

ChINA
 Exotic, direct, full. Fairly dark and trashy with a slightly raw edge 

for short accents in many musical settings.

hI-hAT
Medium bright, clean, full. Even, balanced feel. Bright, full, 
controlled open sound. Mellow, defined chick sound with a slight 
hiss. All-purpose hi-hat with a good controllable overall feel.

RIDE
Warm, full, clear. Soft, balanced feel. Sizzling 
ping over a full wash. Controllable ride for multi-
purpose application.
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SyMPHONIC
18" LIGhT
medium bright, silvery, warm, with a light, airy crash. light 
attack, very responsive, with a beautiful, dark, shimmering 
fade.

20" mEDIUm LIGhT
medium bright, full, warm, with a broad, sparkling crash. big 
attack, swelling response, with a long, flowing sustain.

18" mEDIUm
Bright, full, warm, brilliant, with a robust, fiery crash. 
solid attack and response, with a medium bright, full and 
sparkling sustain.

ALPHA
16" | 18" CONCERT/mARChING
Full-bodied, sparkling attack, with a silvery shimmering response, 
rounded off by a wide and rich sparkling bouquet. well balanced 
spectrum from high to low, with a strong, meaty mid-range. medium 
long sustain. smaller sizes work well in outdoor marching situations, 
while larger sizes are recommended for indoor concert applications.

PST 5
14" | 16" BAND

silvery attack, sensitive response. well-rounded and clean mix of 
overtones, resulting in a full-bodied bouquet with warm brilliance and 

sparkle. Universally applicable indoors and outdoors, with sufficient quality 
and function for more subtle ensemble and concert applications.

PST 3
14" | 16" BAND
Clear, defined attack. Well balanced 
mix of overtones. medium sustain. 
easy to handle and very responsive.

CONCErT/MArCHING
18" mEDIUm hEAVY

Bright, full, brilliant, with robust, fiery crash. Silvery attack, with a full 
spectrum of overtones from high to low, and a medium long sustain.

BILL LanhaM (US)
# EVITa BROaDway MUSICaL
«In searching for a pair of hand cymbals, 
I wanted something with the following 
characteristics: warmth, brilliance, 
consistency, vibrancy. My needs were 
met with the Symphonic Medium Hand 
Cymbals. These beautiful instruments 
are a joy to play and they always give me 
the sound I am looking for no matter the 
dynamic level of the musical setting.»

JaMES MUSTO (US) # nEw JERSEy SyMPhOny
«Paiste hand cymbals give me the clarity and projection I need to fill a hall like the 
New Jersey Performing Arts Center with close to 2800 seats. I love the immediate 
response and the attack. Conductors hear the point of the sound right away and I 

can put a nice shimmer on the sound with Paiste. I also use Signature & Signature 
Dark Energy models for suspended cymbals. My colleagues often comment on 

the beautiful effect and color of the sounds. I purchased several different sets and 
varieties of hand cymbals for Kean University and the students love the sound and 

ease of performance.»

JOn BERGER (US)
# BROaDway ShOwS
«When it comes time for 
my instruments to speak, 
I need them to function in 
any musical setting. Studio 
or live, from a whisper to a 
roar, nothing compares to 
that unmistakable Paiste 
sound. Clarity and sublime 
musicality.»

SIGNATurE FAMILy series ALPHA & PST seriesHANd CyMbALS
siNce: 1994

signature Hand cymbals are the result of years of painstaking research into classical percussion and diverse 
contemporary hand cymbal performance environments. 

sigNature «symPHoNic» models were created for classical symphonic music, using critical input from top 
international symphonic percussionists.

sigNature «coNcert/marcHiNg» models offer wider versatility for contemporary applications with a more 
traditional sound.

siNce: 2008
alPHa «coNcert/marcHiNg» models were designed for universal application, ranging from indoor ensemble and 
concert to outdoor marching and drum corps. made entirely by hand in switzerland, they deliver warmth, brilliance and 
richness in sound, and professional quality for a comparatively modest investment.
Pst 5 and Pst 3 «baNd» are designed for universal contemporary concert, band and marching applications. they feature 
Paiste quality and consistency with proper sound and function, yet are affordable enough to fit any budget.
Pst or Paiste souNd tecHNology cymbals are crafted utilizing the transfer of extensive swiss-based know-how and 
the essence of hand manufacturing principles into our modern, hi-tech production.
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 TuNEd PErCuSSION
perCussive sounDs

PErCuSSIONISTS

MONGO AALTONEN (FI)
# INdEPENdENT

ANdrEA ALvArEZ (Ar) 
# INdEPENdENT

JESSE CArAbALLO (uS)
# MArK ANTHONy

LENNy CASTrO (uS) 
# L.A. STudIOS

ErIC dArKEN (uS)
# NASHvILLE STudIOS 

NOrM FrEEMAN (uS)
# bArbrA STrEISANd

CHrIGEL bOSSHArd (CH)
# LuNIK

MuNyuNGO JACKSON (uS) 
# STEvIE wONdEr

MIKA KALLIO (FI)
# INdEPENdENT

 PETE KOrPELA (uS)
# JOSH GrObIN

bIrGIT LöKKE LArSEN (dK)
# INdEPENdENT

MArILyN MAZur (dK) 
# JAN GArbArEK

OrPHEO McCOrd (uS) 
# EdwArd SHArPE & THE 
MAGNETIC    

MATTHIAS PHILIPZEN (dE)
# GAdu GAdu
    

yAMIL rESC (Mx) 
# ZOE
    

dANIEL SAdOwNICK (uS)
# TAyLOr SwIFT

CHrISTINA TOrrES (uS) 
# INdEPENdENT

ErIC vELEZ (uS) 
# MArK ANTHONy

MArTIN vErdONK (NL)
# INdEPENdENT

bOb ZIMMITTI (uS)
# L.A. STudIOS

the sounds collection is a very interesting family of unique percussion 
instruments. our concept for this collection is deliberately broad, 
allowing us to add innovative sounds without limitations. in creating 
these instruments, Paiste has utilized a wide variety of alloys in order to 
achieve the best possible sound realization.

the collection includes traditional instruments, our own interpretations 
of those sounds, as well as our own unique creations in sound and 
function in order to expand the instrumental repertoire of drummers 
and percussionists. some of Paiste’s percussive sounds are designed 
specifically for traditional percussion scores, while others offer 
interesting alternatives to instruments that are traditionally called for 
but are difficult to procure. Contemporary percussionists will find all of 
our percussive sounds interesting and valuable.

many of our percussive sounds are easily integrated into a traditional 
drum set and offer unusual sound colors for wider musical creativity. 

CROTALES
Crotales are offered individually or in 1, 2 or the world's only 
2½ octave sets tuned chromatically to 442Hz (other tunings 
are available by custom order). Paiste's tuning system 
insures these instruments with perfect pitch. We offer 1, 
2 or 2½ octave stands for these instruments. To facilitate 
playing chromatically tuned sets, we have developed a 
unique damper system for all our crotales set stands.

Crotales (C6-F8) are traditional Cymbal Antiques utilized 
by composers since the 19th century. Made from CuSn20 
bronze, they produce a clear, pure, even traditional sound. 

ROTOSOUND
Round disks of CuSn8 bronze with a slight 
taper toward the edge. Their sound is long, 
lively, warm and bright with bell character. Our 
special Rotosound Holder allows the disk to 
be spun for an interesting vibrato effect.

SOUND DISKS
Small round flat disks of CuSn8 bronze, these instruments produce a long, lively 
sound that is warm and bright with a tiny bell character. The sound is similar to 
Crotales but Sound Disks are not tuned to a definite pitch. Sound Disks are best 
heard when they are strung up and played with sticks or mallets.

SOUND PLATE
Thick, rectangular plates of CuSn8 bronze, 
these instruments have a strong, warm 
bell-like sound with a very long sustain. 
They can be played with various mallets or 
sticks to produce a wide range of beautiful 
harmonics. Sound Plates may be hung 
individually from our Multi-Sound Holder 
or played as a set of four mounted on our 
Sound Plate Stand.

Paiste multi-
sound Holder

demonstration
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SyMPHONIC 
goNgs
symphonic gongs feature a harmonic and 
universal sound structure. the fundamental note 
of the gong is balanced with the instrument’s 
complex overtones. a good starting point for a 
gong collection, the symphonic contains even 
proportions of various gong characteristics, 
which can be brought forth using different 
mallets and striking points.

available in: 20" | 22" | 24" | 26" | 28" | 30"  
| 32" | 34" | 36" | 38" | 40" | 50" | 60"  
| 60" mikrophonie | 80"

the symphonic brilliant gongs are principally 
identical in construction to the symphonic 
gongs but are laboriously hand polished 
to achieve their distinctive mirror-like look. 
the sound of the brilliant models differs only 
marginal from the conventional symphonic 
gongs. they build up their overtone structure 
slightly faster.

available in brilliaNt FiNisH:
20" | 22" | 24" | 26" | 28" | 30"  
| 32" | 34" | 36" | 38" 

PLANET goNgs
Planet gongs resemble symphonic gongs in 
character, but feature a strong fundamental note 
tuned to represent a natural harmonic series based 
on the orbital properties of the sun, the earth, the 
moon and the other planets. Planet gongs resonate 
harmonically with the cycles of the solar system, 
communicating to us what has been known since 
antiquity as the «music of the spheres».

available as: 38" c#2 earth | 38" b1 sun | 36" c2# 
Pluto | 32" c#2 mercury | 32" d2 mars | 32" d2 
saturn | 30" F2 Platonic year | 28" F#2 Jupiter | 28" 
g2 sidereal day | 24" a2 venus | 24" g#2 uranus | 
24" g#2 Neptune | 24" g#2 synodic year | 24" a#2 
sidereal moon | 32" d#2 chiron | 32" e2 Nibiru | 
38" c2 sedna

SOuNd 
CrEATION 
goNgs
each sound creation gong has its own 
extraordinary and particular sound character. 
their impressive, charismatic sound embodies 
a wealth of exemplary emotional sensations and 
feelings. due to their varied sound colors and 
voices, these instruments also offer a wide range 
of harmonics and frequencies.

available as: 26" No.3 earth | 32" No.3a earth 
| 38" No.3b earth | 60" No.3c earth | 11" No.8 
chakra Head | 14" No.9 chakra chest  
| 16" No.10 chakra abdomen

ACCENT goNgs
accent gongs are special gongs with an aggressive, 
foaming, and lively sound character. a multitude of sounds 
may be achieved with various playing techniques.

available in: 7" | 10" | 13" | 22"

dECO goNgs
essentially, the deco is a miniature symphonic gong. the instrument produces a 
fascinating and wonderfully exotic sound. true gongs with complex harmonics, they 
make a unique and decorative addition to your personal or musical environment.

available in: 7" | 10" | 13" (also as set incl. wall Hanger or Floor stand)

paiste GONGS
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• Read the latest Product & Artist News
• Check out featured Artist Cymbal Sets
• Listen to all Cymbals
• Read all Cymbal Sound Descriptions
• Find a Retail-Store close to you
• Watch the latest Paiste Videos

visit www.paiste.com or connect with other Paiste fans 
and artists on our official social media platforms -
join The Paiste Nation.
 
• Latest Product & Artist News
• Detailed Product Information (Soundfiles, Texture Zoom, Descriptions)
• Compare Cymbal Sounds in the «Soundroom»
• Generate and print your own Paiste Brochure in «My Own Catalog»
• Check out the Paiste Artist Family (Photos, Set-ups, Bios, Videos)
• Subscribe to the Paiste Newsletter
• and more …

ALL PrOduCT dESCrIPTIONS IN

 5 LANGuAGES
ESPAÑOL, dEuTSCH,

POrTuGuÊS, ENGLISH & FrANÇAIS 

My OwN CATALOG
CrEATE yOur OwN PErSONALIZEd 

PdF-CATALOG ON PAISTE.COM

GET THE LATEST PAISTE FASHION IN Our

LOGO GEAr ONLINE STOrE

My OwN CATALOG

PAISTE iPHONE APP
Now oPtimiZed For iPHoNe 5

ON-LINE rESOurCES
get all latest news about Cymbals, artists anD more

jOiN
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ON TrACK «ArTIST PLAyLISTS»
Paiste artists Name tHeir tHree Fav tracKs recorded by otHer Paiste artists

CrAIG bLuNdELL (uK) # FrOST
Nicko mcbrain # iron maiden – «where eagles dare»
«I remember listening to this as a child and thinking about those amazing double kick 
parts to later found out he only used one foot, I was totally amazed and always will be. 
Good mate, GREAT player.»
stewart copeland # the Police – «synchronicity»
«Quite possibly one of the most organic pieces of music I've ever heard, it has 
everything, SC's ride patterns are just magical.»
bill bruford # King crimson – «starless»
«King Crimson have been one of my biggest influences over the years (I play with a few 
ex members, Cross/Wetton) and BB has always been one of my favourite drummers, he 
raised the bar out of sight in the 70s and 80s.»

JErEMy SPENCEr (uS) # 5FdP
dave lombardo # slayer – «criminally insane»

«I love the ride cymbal intro to this song. To me, it's one of the most iconic metal drum intros ever!»
stewart copeland # the Police – «every little thing she does is magic»

«What I like about his playing is that he always plays the coolest hi-hat patterns but the “delay” 
effect in the hi-hat pattern of this tune is so cool! His overall cymbal work in this one rules!»

tommy aldridge # whitesnake
 «Every time I see him perform live, his drum solos always blow me away. And his ride work is 

some of the nastiest I’ve ever heard!»

dANI LöbLE (dE) # HELLOwEEN
alex van Halen # van Halen – «why can´t this be love»
«An amazing Song, cool drum arrangement, very inspiring.»
tommy aldridge # whitesnake – «burn» on «live in the shadows of the Night»
«What a drummer! Power, energy, precision, timing and groove. This interpretation 
of Deep Purple’s “Burn” is unbelievable. Brute!»
dave lombardo # slayer – «raining blood»
«Who is not influenced by Mr. Double Kick? A bundle of energy!»

JIM KELTNEr (uS) # STudIO GrEAT

doug clifford # creedence clearwater revival
«Doug’s entire body of work with CCR is some of the finest rock drumming ever done. 
He was so meticulous with his drum & cymbal sound and the fact that he used Paiste 

throughout his entire career told me that Paiste must have been the premier rock 
cymbal.»

billy Higgins # Jazz legend 
«As a testament of how versatile the range of Paiste is, another one of my biggest heroes 

is Billy Higgins, an artist whose career was dedicated to the world of Jazz. Get your hands 
on Lee Morgan’s «Sidewinder» and listen to the way Billy plays that ride cymbal. I always 

wanted my feel to be like that.»
alex van Halen # van Halen

«Alex is one of my very favorite drummers. Being a dedicated Paiste player all his career, 
he's always made the sound of the 2002's his very own.»

SEAN wINCHESTEr (uS) # EvErCLEAr
vinnie colaiuta # sting – «seven days»

«Vinnie is one of my top 3 drummers simply for the reason that he views drumming 
as an intellectual pursuit, as well as an emotional and creative outlet, just like I do. 

This song is a wonderful representation of that.»
abe laboriel Jr. # vanessa carlton – «a thousand miles»

«You can give me crap all you want for listening to this song. Then you listen to 
Abe's drumming and you realize why his touch, and feel are undeniably amazing.  

He brings any song to life.»
steve Jordan # John mayer trio – «vultures»

«No matter what tempo I am feeling at any given moment… on any given day…
putting this song on forces me to chill out and feel really good. For a drum groove 

to be used as an escape is truly an accomplishment.»

FErNANdO SANCHEZ (uS) # L.P.
Larry Mullen Jr. # U2 – «Bullet The Blue Sky»

«There’s nothing like a signature drum beat at the top of a tune that lets you identify a 
song without any of the other instruments even in yet! The bass and drums are like this 

chugging, hypnotic train that stops only every so often for passengers.»
Stewart Copeland # The Police – «Driven To Tears»

«Not one of their most popular songs, but it has always been one of my favorites. I love 
Stewart’s playing on this and the way he articulates on the ride cymbal. The 4 on the 
floor sections are so on top, yet the choruses feel relaxed, slightly behind the beat.»

Sam Fogarino # Interpol – «PDA» 
«Their song arrangements aren't very conventional and Sam is such a creative drummer. 

His playing on this track is so angular and rigid, but it wouldn't work if it wasn't. He 
seamlessly flows back and forth from hi-hat, to the ride, to the floor tom groove and he 

never stops propelling the band.»

CHrISTIAN bOrNEO (Ar) # PETrA
Jeff Porcaro # toto – «How many times»
«His pocket is awesome as any of his tunes are. The thick Hi-Hat sound 
and the clarity of the cymbals on this track are amazing.»
abe laboriel Jr. # abe laboriel sr. – «wassup»
«I love the laid back feel that he gets of this tune... plus the huge 
sounding kit.»
dan Needham # rebecca st. James – «god»
«Dan creates such a FAT groove and the «grooving» Ideas and fills on 
this tune are great.»

ErIC dArKEN (uS) # NASHvILLE STudIOS
tom roady # Nashville studio great
«Tom passed away in late 2011. I have always appreciated his soulful playing on so many 
great records including his conga work on Suzy Boggus's «Outbound Train» and percussion 
work on Kenny Chesney, Trisha Yearwood and Vince Gill.» 
lenny castro # la studio great 
«I've been a fan of his for years. Of course his work on the Toto records stands out as well 
as his great percussion parts on various Joe Sample and Boney James records. The list 
goes on but I love his energy.»
russ Kunkel # lyle lovett 
«I've had the pleasure of working with Russ in the studio as well as hearing his work over 
the years with so many great artists. I love his drum parts and how he approaches a song. I 
recently had the chance to hear him «live» with Lyle Lovett and was again blown away.»

GuLLI brIEM (IS) # MEZZOFOrTE

Jeff Porcaro # steely dan – «gaucho»
«One of Jeff's finest performances. Complex, dynamic and elegant cymbal and drum work. 
One of my all time favorites of Porcaro’s.»
steve Jordan # donald Fagen – «walk between the raindrops»
«Love this track and how Steve nails it from the beginning to the end, with a nice buzz roll 
going into the organ solo. I hear a 602 Flatride in there.»
ian Paice # deep Purple – «burn»
«Paicy is tearing the place up with this "big fills" performance with a kind of a "Buddy Rich 
approach", soloing over the verses, which only he would get away with. 2002s all over the 
place - huge inspiration and a lovely guy.»
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watch the interview with
Nick mason and learn
more about his history
with Paiste!

 ACOuSTIC
 LOw vOLuME 
volume Level: soft to medium low
Instrumentation: traditional acoustic 
instruments
rhythmic Articulation: subtle, sparse, limited to 
general accents
Music Styles: Folk, traditional blues,  
early Jazz, ethnic & Native cultural styles 

 TrAdITIONAL
 MEdIuM vOLuME 
volume Level: soft to medium
Instrumentation: mostly acoustic instruments, 
prominent wind & brass instrumentation
rhythmic Articulation: refined articulation, 
advanced syncopated rhythms
Music Styles: big band, swing, bebop, blues, 
traditional latin styles 

 MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 MEdIuM vOLuME
volume Level: soft to medium loud
Instrumentation: coexisting acoustic and 
electric instruments, prominent wind & brass 
instrumentation, expanded vocals
rhythmic Articulation: expressive articulation, 
entire range from simple to complex rhythms
Music Styles: early rock&roll, Fusion, Jazz-
rock, soul, r&b, traditional country, 
modern latin, reggae, Pop

Our cymbal application guide is a classification system that serves as a guideline in selecting a particular Paiste cymbal for any specific 
style of music that drummers or percussionists play. whether you play Hard rock or Jazz, our guide will help you select the ideal 
Paiste cymbal for you. this system serves as a guide to advise you on selecting cymbals based on your preference of music and it 
should not be considered a hard rule for your cymbal selection process.

 MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 HIGHEr vOLuME
volume Level: medium to loud
Instrumentation: mostly electric instruments, 
wind & brass instruments, prominent vocals
rhythmic Articulation: expressive articulation, 
entire range from simple to complex rhythms
Music Styles: rock, Funk, modern country, 
alternative, latin-oriented rock styles,  
Pop-rock, wave, gothic

 MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 ExTrEME vOLuME
volume Level: loud to very loud
Instrumentation: dominated by electric guitars, 
prominent vocals, includes keyboards & 
synthesizers
rhythmic Articulation: powerful, energetic 
rhythms and accents
Music Styles: Hard rock, metal, Punk, grunge, 
Heavy rock, metalcore, crossover, Prog-rock

 MOdErN AMPLIFIEd
 ELECTrONIC
volume Level: medium to very loud
Instrumentation: dominated by synthesizers 
and sampling, electronic percussion
rhythmic Articulation: repetitive rhythms, 
complex, layered figures
Music Styles: drum&bass, techno, trance, 
House, dance

CyMbAL APPLICATION GuIdE 
2013-14

NIcK MasoN 
Nick mason is without a doubt one of the most popular but also 
loyal Paiste artists. His musical credits and commercial success 
with Pink Floyd are exceptional and although Nick lives a rather low 
key life within the music business, the interest on his drumming and 
his persona are still tremendously big. being a warm-hearted and 
friendly gentleman, Nick enjoys the appreciation and the sympathy 
of everyone who meets him. For over 40 years, Nick mason has 
trusted the sound and quality of Paiste cymbals and gongs.  while 

Nick is always open to exploring new sounds - it goes without 
saying that he still adores the classics from his vintage collection of 
Formula 602 and 2002 - he's equally excited about the rides in the 
twenty masters collection.

While visiting our Paiste UK office, Nick had the chance to explore 
our new cymbals and to record his thoughts about Paiste. Nick also 
took part in a Q & a that came in via our Facebook-Fanspage. 

wHat ride cymbal is oN 'us aNd tHem'. (matt 
deibert)
the ride cymbal used was a 2002 20" ride and this 
model is still my «go to» ride today.

wHat's your Favourite liNe oF Paiste 
cymbals? (Jose luis ayala Jr)
my favourite range would be the 2002 and signature, 
but i’m now also trying the new twenty masters and 
custom ranges as well.

wHat’s tHe most cHalleNgiNg PiNK Floyd 
soNg to Play live?
money! it integrates a 7 beat rhythm track on tape, 
that has no clearly defined downbeat and a «not very 
percussive sound» – we tend to go for an early fade out 
of the loop when playing live!

wHat’s your Favourite PiNK Floyd soNg?
set the controls For the Heart of the sun. it’s still an 
interesting piece for a drummer, it’s played with mallets 
and has lots of dynamics and phrasing.

wHat would your advice be to a mature 
begiNNer? (FeNtoN ParsoNs)
learn to play the ukulele quickly and save your back! 
Or, find a good teacher who plays the music you like… 
i’ve never had a drum lesson and regret that.

wHy do you cHoose Paiste as your braNd oF 
cymbals? (oliver KarlssoN)
i was approached by the Paiste rep at montreaux in 
1971 and he asked if i’d like to play Paiste cymbals... 
i’ve never looked back since.

How loNg Have you beeN PlayiNg drums?
i’ve been playing professionally since 1967 (i remember 
we did about 6 gigs in 1966, then got signed and did 
more than 200 in 1967!) but personally it’s been more 
than 50 years. we started a band as teenagers and i 
didn’t want to be the bass player so we actually formed 
a band before we’d decided who would play what 
instrument. and long before we’d worked out how to 
play them!

wHat was tHe First record you bougHt?
The first single was Bill Hayley, Rock Around The 
Clock… and it was a 78… the first LP was the first Elvis 
album.

wHat’s your Favourite car?
the Ferrari 250 gto as you can do anything in it 
(except get a drumkit in it). but you caN get a kit in the 
new Ferrari FF! i actually drive an audi rs6 which takes 
the kit (admittedly a smallish one) and all the fittings. 
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JASON SUTTER
# mARILYN mANSON

Cymbals
sounds GonGs

THE OFFICIAL
PAISTE MAGAZINE

FRANKLIN VANDERBILT
# LENNY KRAVITZ
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SIGNATURE «PRECISION»
the new alternative for 

signature players
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